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These  brief  notes,  put  together for  the benefit of journalists,  are  intended 
as  an  introductory  guide  to  the  newly  elected  members  of  the  European 
Parliament.  The  entries  have  been  compiled  on  the  basis of  information 
available  immediately after the elections and  the  intention is not  to provide 
a  comprehensive  biography of each  member. 
Ministerial  office  is  not  compatible  with  membership  of  the  European 
Parliament  and  neither is  membership  of  the  national  Parliaments  (the dual 
mandate>  in  Belgium,  Germany,  Greece,  the· Netherlands,  Portugal  and  Spain. 
This  could affect  the  final  composition of  the  new  Parliament. 
C 0  N T E N T S 
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Socialist PartY  (5) 
*DESAMA  Claude 
DI  RUPO  Elio 
*DURY  Raymonde 
*GLINNE  Ernest 
*HAPPART  Jose 
BELGIUM 
b.  1942.  Doctor  of  Philosophy.  University 
Professor.  MEP  since  1988. 
b.  1951.  Doctor  of  Sciences.  Local  councillor. 
Member  of  Chamber  of Deputies. 
b.  22.7.1947  in  Haine-Saint-Paul.  Sociologist. 
Former  press  attache,  Socialist  Group,  European 
Parliament.  MEP  since  1982. 
b.  30.3.1931  in  Fourchies-la-Marche.  Political 
science graduate.  Former  Minister  and  Mayor  and 
Member  of  the Chamber  of Deputies.  MEP  since  1968. 
b.  14.3.1947  in  Herstal.  Farmer.  Former  Mayor  of 
Fourons.  MEP  since  1984. 
Social  Christian Party  <Christian Democrats)  (2) 
*DEPREZ  Gerard 
HERMAN  Fernand 
b.  13.8.1943  in  Noville.  Sociologist.  President 
of  the Party since  1981.  MEP  since  1984. 
b.  23.1.1932  in  Boirs.  Doctor  of  Law.  Former 
university  professor,  Minister  and  Senator and 
former  member  of  the  Chamber  of Deputies.  MEP 
since  1979. 
Reform  and  Freedom  Party  (Liberals)  (2) 
DE  DONNEA  Fran~ois-Xavier  b.  1941.  Economist.  University  professor,  former 
Minister  and  Senator.  Member  of  the  Chamber  of 
Deputies. 
DEFRAIGNE  Jean 
Ecolo  <Greens)  (2) 
ERNST  DE  LA  GRAETE 
Brigitte 
LANNOYE  Paul 
b.  1929.  Lawyer.  Former  Minister and  President  of 
the  Chamber  of Deputies. 
age  32.  Lawyer  and  Sociologist.  Local 
councillor. 
b.  1939.  Scientist.  Senator.  Founder  member  of  the 
Party. 
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Christian People's  Party  (Christian Democrats)  (5) 
*CHANTERIE  Raf 
HERMANS  An 
*MARCK  Pol 
PINXTEN  Karel 
TINDEMANS  Leo 
Socialist Party  (3) 
GALLE  Mark 
*VAN  HEMELDONCK  Marijke 
VAN  OUTRIVE  Lode 
b.  22.11.1942  in  Oeselgem.  Former  teacher.  MEP 
since  1982. 
age  44.  Educationalist.  University professor. 
b.  6.12.1930  in  Peronnes-lez-Binche.  Lawyer, 
University professor.  Member  of  various  farming 
groups.  MEP  since 1981. 
Age  36.  Economist.  Mayor  of Overpelt. 
b.  16.4.1923  in Zwijndrecht.  University professor. 
Former  member  of  the  Chamber  of  Deputies,  former 
Foreign Minister and  former  Prime  Minister. 
b.  1930.  Philologist.  University professor.  Former 
Minister  in Regional  Assembly. 
b.  23.12.1931  in Hove.  Former  civil servant,  trade 
unionist.  MEP  since  1982. 
b.  1932.  Doctor  of  Law,  political  and  social 
sciences.  Univer~ity Professor. 
Freedom  and  Progress Party  (Liberals)  (2) 
DE  CLERCQ  Willy 
*DE  GUCHT  Karel 
Agalev  <Greens)  (1) 
*STAES  Paul 
b.  1927.  Former 
Minister.  Former 
External  Relations. 
Minister 
European 
and  Deputy  Prime 
Commissioner  for 
b.  27.1.1954  in Overmere.  Lawyer.  MEP  since  1980. 
b.  3.12.1945.  Antwerp.  Journalist.  MEP  since 1984. 
People's  Union  <Volksunie)  (1) 
*VANDEMEULEBROUCKE  Jaak  b.27.5.1943  in  Avelgem.  Forner  teacher  and 
lecturer,  local  councillor  and  member  of  the 
Chamber  of Deputies.  MEP  since  1981. 
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DILLEN  Karel 
*  re-elected member 
b.  1925.  Worker  for  Renault.  Member  of Volksunie 
until  1970.  Founder  of  Vlaams  National  Party in 
1977,  later  Vlaams  Blok  in  1979.  Former  Member  of 
the  Chamber  of Deputies  and  Senator. 
NB  The  dual  mandate  is not  permitted  in Belgium 
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BLAK  Freddy 
*CHRISTIANSEN  Ejner 
Hovgaard 
JENSEN  Kirsten 
RONN  Joanna 
DENMARK 
b.  8.3.1945.  Fitter.  Trade  Unionist. 
b.  28.5.1932  in  Aarhus.  Electrician.  Former 
Secretary-General of the Social  Democratic Party. 
MEP  since  1984. 
b.  11.3.1961.  Journalist 
b.  20.2.1947.  Social worker.  Former  member  of the 
Folketing. 
The  Peoples'  movement  against  the  EC  (4) 
*BJORNVIG  Birgit 
*BONDE  Jens-Peter 
*CHRISTENSEN  Ib 
SANDBAEK  Ulla 
Liberal  Party  (3) 
**KOFOED  Niels  Anker 
*NIELSEN  Tove 
PEDERSEN  Klaus  Riskaer 
b.  4.1.1936.  Teacher of  the  handicapped.  Member  of 
the Radical  Liberal Party.  MEP  since  1987. 
b.  27.3.1948  in  Aabenraa.  Journalist.  Member  of 
the  Central  Committee  of  the  Danish  Communist 
Party.  NEP  since 1979. 
b.  15.3.1930  in Randers.  Industrial Psychologist. 
Former  president  of  the  Single-Tax Party.  Former 
member  of  the  Folketing.  MEP  1978-1979  and  1984-. 
b.  1.4.1943.  Minister  in the  Danish  State Churcfi. 
Not  a  ':nember  of a  political party. 
b.  21.2.1929.  Farmer.  Member  of  the Folketing. 
Former  Minister of Agriculture and  Fishing.  Former 
MEP. 
b.  8.4.1941  in Durup.  Teacher.  Consultant  to  the 
Employers'  Association.  Former  member  of  the 
Folketing  and  former  Minister  of  Education,  MEP 
since  1979. 
b.  22.4.1956.  Managing  director. 
Conservative  Peoples'  Party  (2) 
*JEPSEN  Marie 
ROVSING  Christian 
b.  27.3.1940  in Norre  Nissum.  Technical  assistant. 
Former  local councillor.  MEP  since 1984. 
b.  2.11.1936.  Engineer, 
computer  expert.  Former 
County  Council. 
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**CHRISTENSEN  Frode  Nor 
(*)**JACOBSEN  Erhard 
Socialist Peoples'  Party  (1) 
*IVERSEN  John 
*  re-elected 
** dual  mandate 
b.  9.10.1948.  Policeman.  Member  of  the  Folketing 
1981-.  Minister of Traffic  1987-88. 
b.  23.2.1917  in Grenaa.  President  of  the Party. 
Former  Mayor  of Gladsaxe.  Member  of  the Folketing 
1953-.  Former  Minister of  Economic  Co-ordination. 
MEP  1973-87  and  1988-. 
b.  4.1.1954.  Teacher.  HEP  since  1985. 
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**ALLIOT-MARIE  Mich~l~ 
(RPR) 
**BARZACH  Michele  (RPR) 
*BAUR  Charles  <UDF-PSD) 
BRIANT  Yvon  <CNI) 
CHABERT  Henry  (RPR) 
(*)**DE  LA  MALENE 
Christian  (RPR) 
GALLAND  Yves  (Radical) 
**GISCARD  d'ESTAING 
Valery  (UDF) 
GUILLAUME  Fran~ois 
*HERSANT  Robert  (UDF) 
**JUPPE  Alain  (RPR) 
LACAZE  Jeannou 
**LAMASSOURE  Alain  (UOF) 
*LATAILLADE  Pierre  (RPR) 
**MADELIN  Alain  (PR) 
FRANCE 
Age  42.  University professor.  Secretary of State 
for  Education  1986-1988.  Member  of  the  National 
Assembly,  local  councillor. 
Age  45.  Gynaecologist.  Former  Minister.  Member  of 
the National  Assembly. 
Age  59.  Managing  Director.  President  of  the 
Regional  Council  of Picardy. 
Age  35.  Managing  Director.  Secretary  General  of 
the  National  Centre of  Independents. 
Age  43.  Deputy  Mayor  of  Lyon  and  Mayor  of 
the 9th District. 
Age  68.  Farmer.  Former  Minister,  Senator.  MEP 
since  1958.  Leader  of  the  European  Democratic 
Alliance  in  the  European  Parliament  since  1979. 
Age  48.  Managing  Director.  President·  of the 
Valois  Radical  Party.  Deputy  Mayor  of  Paris. 
MEP  1979-1986. 
Age  63.  Inspector of Finance.  Former  President of 
France.  Leader  of the  UDF  party.  Chairman  of  the 
Foreign  Affairs  Committee  of  the  National 
Assembly.  President  of  the  Regional  Council  of 
Auvergne. 
Age  56.  Farmer.  Former  Minister.  Former  President 
of FNSEA. 
Age  69.  Publisher  Hersant  newspaper  group 
which  includes  'Figaro'.  Television  interests. 
Age'43.  Inspector of Finance.  Secretary General  of 
the  RPR  party.  Member  National  Assembly.  Former 
Minister and  Deputy  to  the Mayor  of Paris. 
Age  65.  Former  Army  General. 
Age  45.  UDF  press  spokesman.  Member  National 
Assembly. 
Age  56.  Teacher.  Mayor  of Arcachon. 
Lawyer.  Former  Minister.  Secretary 
the  Republican  Party.  Member  National 
and  chairman  Finance  committee  of 
Regional  Council. 
Age  43. 
General  of 
Assembly 
Brittany 
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*MARLElX  Alain  (RPR) 
~MARTIN Simone  (PR) 1 
*NORDMANN  Jean-Thomas 
CUDF-Rad.) 
*PASTY  Jean-Claude  (RPR) 
POMPIDOU  Alain  (RPR) 
RAFFARIN  Jean-Pierre 
**REYMANN  Marc  (CDS) 
**UKEIWE  Dick  <RPR) 
VERWAERDE  Yves  (PR) 
*VERNIER  Jacques  (RPR) 
Socialist Party  (22) 
*ALEXANDRE  Jean-Marie 
ALLEGRE  Claude 
BENOIT  Jean-Paul 
*BOMBARD  Alain 
*BURON  Martine 
Age  ·39.  Doctor.  Former  Minister.  Former  director 
of  'M~decins  sans  f~onti~res'.·  National 
Secretary of  the  Republican Party.  Mayor  of Vichy 
<Allier). 
Age  42.  Journalist.  Local  councillor. 
Age  46.  Former  nurse.  Member  of  several 
agricultural organisations.  Local  councillor. 
Age  43.  University Lecturer.  Vice-chairman  of  the 
Radical  Party.  Member  Paris  Council. 
Age  52.  National  Secretary of the  RPR  Party. 
Age  47.  Medical  Professor. 
Age  40.  Local  Councillor.  Leader  Poitou-Charentes 
Regional  Council. 
Age  52.  Director of a  Vocational  Training  Centre. 
Member  National  Assembly. 
Age  60.  Co-founder  of  'The  Association  for  New 
Caledonia  in France'  organisation.  Senator  for  New 
Caledonia. 
Age  42.  Member  of 
councillor.  Holds 
republican  party. 
Paris 
senior 
Council  and 
position  in 
Age  14.  Mining  engineer.  Mayor  of Douai. 
local 
the 
Age  42.  Teacher.  Member  Nord-Pas-de-Calais 
Regional  Council  and  national  committee  of the 
Socialist Party. 
Age  52.  Scientist.  Special  adviser  to  Lionel 
Jospin. 
Age  52.  Director  General  of  a  forecasting 
organisation.  Delegate  to  the  'Association  of 
Democrats'. 
Age  64.  Biologist.  Former  Minister. 
Age·  45.  Architect.  Local  councillor and  member 
Loire Regional  Council. 
1replaces  Francois  Leotard 
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CHEYSSON  Claude 
*COT  Jean-Pierre 
DENYS  Marie-Jose 
**FABIUS  Laurent 
FUCHS  Gerard 
*GALLO  Max 
HORY  Jean-Francois 
*PERY  Nicole 
ROSMINI  Frederic 
*SABY  Henry 
SAINJON  Andre 
SCHWARTZENBERG  Leon 
*THAREAU  Bernard 
TRAUTMANN  Catherine 
Age  44.  Lecturer  in Business Management.  Mayor  of 
Villeneuve d'Ascq.  Vice-chairman  of  the  Northern 
General  Council. 
Age  69.  Former  Minister  and  Ambassador  to 
Indonesia.  Former  European  Commissioner. 
Age  52.  University  Professor.  Former  Minister. 
Member  National  Committee  of the Socialist Party. 
Chairman  budget  committee  in  the  outgoing 
Parliament. 
Age  39.  Director of  the  National  School  of Music 
and  Dance.  Member  of the Poitou-Charentes  Regional 
Council. 
Age  42.  Former  Prime  Minister,  President  National 
Assembly. 
Age  49.  Deputy  Mayor  of Blanc  Mesnil.  Member  of 
Ile-de-France Regional  Council.  National Secretary 
of  the  Socialist  Party  with  responsibility for 
European  Affairs  and  Security.  MEP  1981-84. 
Age  57.  Doctor 
Minister.  Member  of 
the Socialist Party. 
of  Letters. 
the  National 
Writer.  Former 
Secretariat of 
Age  40.  National delegate  'Mouvement  Radicaux  de 
Gauche' 
Age  46.  Teacher.  Local  Councillor.  Member  Regional 
Council  of  Aquitaine.  Vice  President  in  the 
outgoing Parliament. 
Age  49.  Director  of  an  economic  organisation. 
Member  of  Provence-Alpes-Cote  d'Azure  Regional 
Council. 
Age  56.  Engineer.  Mayor  of Ayguesvives. 
Age  45.  Turner.  Former  Secretary  General  of  the 
Metalworkers  Union.  Former  member  of  the central 
committee  of  the  Communist  Party. 
Age  65.  Doctor  specialising  in  the  treatment of 
cancer.  Former  Minister  with responsibility for 
health. 
Age  52.  Farmer. 
organisations. 
Mem~er  several  agricultural 
Age  38.  Theologian.  Former  Secretary of State. 
Chairman  of  the  Inter-Departmental  Committee  on 
Drug  Prevention.  Mayor  of Strasbourg. 
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ZAIDI  Nora 
Age  52.  Former  Lecturer  in  Law  and  Head  of a 
Workers'  Education  Centre.  Local  councillor. 
Age  22.  Student.  Active  in  'SOS-racisme'  movement. 
National  Front  <Europe  et patrie)  (10) 
*ANTONY  Bernard 
AUTANT-LARA  Claude 
BLOT  Yvan 
CEYFRAC  Pierre 
GOLLNISCH  Bruno 
Age  45.  Former  teacher. 
of  the  Association 
Solidarity'.  Member 
council. 
Company  director.  Chairman 
for  'Christianity  and 
Midi-Pyrenees  regional 
Age  88.  Worked  in  the  theatre and  the  cinema. 
Former  president  of  theatre  and  cinema 
organisations  including  trades unions. 
Age  41.  President of several organisations.  Former 
member  of the  National  Assembly.  Local  councillor 
and  member  Pas-de-Calais General  Council. 
Age  43.  Journalist.  Businessman. 
Age  39.  Doctor  of  Law. 
specialising in  Japanese. 
Regional  Council. 
University  professor 
Member  of Rhone-Alpes 
*LE  CHEVALLIER  Jean-Marie  Age  52.  Former  Director-General  of Hennes  Chamber 
of Commerce.  Former  member  of  the  Economic  and 
Social  Council.  Local  councillor. 
*LEHIDEUX  Martine 
*LE  PEN  Jean-Marie 
MEGRET  Bruno 
TAURAN  Jacques 
The  Greens  (9) 
ANGER  Didier 
AULAS  Marie-Christine 
COCHET  Yves 
Age  54.  Business  executive.  President of women's 
group. 
Age  61.  Managing  director.  President  of  the 
National  Front.  Leader  of  the  European  Right  Group 
in  the outgoing  Parliament.  Former  member  of the 
National  Assembly. 
Age  40.  Civil  engineer.  Former  member  of  the 
National  Assembly. 
Age  59.  Editor.  Former  member  of  the Economic  and 
Social  Council. 
Age  SO.  Teacher.  Member  Basse-Normandie  Regional 
Council. 
Age  44.  Journalist. 
Age  43.  Computer  programmer.  Local  councillor. 
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JOANNY-SCHLECHT  Claire 
MONNIER-BESCOMBES  Gerard 
SIMEON!  Max 
TAZDAIT  Dj ida 
WAECHTER  Antoine 
Centre  Party  (7) 
BERNARD-REYMOND  Pierre 
BORLOO  Jean-Louis 
BOURLANGES  Jean-Louis 
DOUSTE-BLAZY  Philippe 
*FONTAINE  Nicole 
*VEIL  Simone 
**ZELLER  Adrien 
Communist  Party  (7) 
ANAIRDI  Sylviane 
ELMALAN  Mireille 
GREMETZ  Maxime 
·Age  55.  Secretary.  Local  councillor.  President of 
'Women  for  Peace'  movement. 
Age  38.  Engineer 
environment. 
specialising  in  urban 
Age  36.  Scientist specialisting in marine  ecology. 
Age  60.  Doctor.  Secretary-General  of  'Union of 
Corsica'  movement.  Member  Corsica  General  Council 
and  local councillor. 
Age  32.  TV  producer.  President of  Arab  group  in 
Lyon. 
Age  40.  Engineer.  Member  of  the  Alsace  Regional 
Council.  Local  councillor. 
Age  45.  Former  Minister.  Vice-Chairman  of  the  CDS. 
Vice-Chairman  Hautes-Alpes  Regional  Council.  Mayor 
of Gap.  MEP  1984-36. 
Age  38.  Lawyer.  Member  of  SME  committee  of 
employers'  organisation.-Mayor of Valenciennes. 
Age  42.  Member  Haute-Normandie  Regional  Council. 
Age  36.  Medical  professor.  Mayor  of Lourdes. 
Age  47.  Teacher  and  lawyer.  Former  member  Economic 
and  Social  Council  and  legal  adviser  to  the 
Catholic Education Secretariat. 
Age  62.  Magistrate.  Former  Minister.  President 
European  Parliament  1979-82.  Leader  of the  Liberal 
Group  in  the outgoing Parliament. 
Age  49.  Agricultural  engineer.  Former  Minister and 
member  of  the  National  Assembly.  Member  of Alsace 
Regional  Council  and  Deputy  Mayor  of Saverne. 
Teacher.  Member  of Midi-Pyrenees  Regional  Council. 
Local  Councillor. 
Clerk.  Deputy  mayor  Pierre-Benite. 
Metal  worker.  Member  political  Bureau  of  the 
Communist  Party. 
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MAYER  Sylvie 
*PIQUET  Rene 
*WURTZ  Francis 
*  re-elected member 
**  dual  mandate 
University  professor.  Member  of  the  political 
Bureau  of  the  Communist  Party. 
Research  worker  with  special  responsibility for 
the enviornment. 
Age  56.  Former  metal  worker.  Leader  of the  French. 
Communist  and  Allied  members  in  the  outgoing 
Parliament.  Member  of the Bureau  of  the  Communist 
Party .. 
Age  31.  Teacher. 
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*ALBER  Siegbert 
BOEGE  Reimer 
*BROK  Elmar 
FLORENZ  Karl-Heinz 
FUNK  Honor 
HOPPENSTEDT  Karsten 
GERMANY 
b.  17.7.1936  in  Hechingen,  Hohenzollern.  Former 
senior  civil  servant,  former  member  of  the 
Bundestag  and  member  of  the Parliamentary Assembly 
of  the  Council  of Europe.  Vice-President  in the 
outgoing Parliament.  MEP  since 1977. 
b.  18.12.1951  in Hasenmoor,  Segeberg.  Agricultural 
engineer  and  farmer.  President  of  the  European 
council of young  farmers. 
b.  14.5.1946  in  Veri.  GUtersloh.  Journalist, 
Chairman  of several party organisations.  MEP  since 
1980. 
b.  22.10.1947  in Neukirchen-Vluyn,  Wesel.  Farmer. 
Spokesman  of  the  CDU  group  on  Neukirchen-Vlayn 
council.  Member  of agricultural  regional  council. 
b.  27.6.1930  in  Borrat,  Aalen.  Agricultural 
engineer.  Farmer.  Party spokesman  on  agriculture, 
Baden-WUrtenberg.  Chairman  of  farmers 
organisation.  Former  member  of  the  Bundestag. 
b.  6.4.1937,  OsnabrOck.  Veterinary surgeon.  Former 
mayor,  member  Hanover  council.  Chairman  of  NOR 
bro~dcasting council. 
KEPPELHOFF-WIECHERT  Hedwig  b.  31.5.1939  in  SUdlohn,  Ahaus.  President  of 
Involved  in 
*KLEPSCH  Egon 
*LANGES  Horst 
*LEMMER  Gerd  Ludwig 
*LENZ  Marlene 
German  women's  organisations. 
education and  training. 
b.  30.1.1930  in Bodenbach/Elbe.  Lecturer.  Former 
member  of the  Bundestag.  Vice-President European 
People's  Party.  Leader  of  the European  People's 
Party  and  Vice-President  in  the  outgoing 
Parliament.  MEP  since  1973. 
b.  2.12.1928  in  Koblenz.  Teacher.  Former  state 
secretary in the Ministy  of  Culture  (Mainz)  and 
member  Rheinland-Pfalz  regional  assembly.  MEP 
since  1979. 
b.  13.9.1925  in  Remscheid.  Company  director. 
Former  member  North  Rhine  Westphalia  regional 
assembly.  Former  Minister for  Federal Affairs  in 
North  Rhine  Westphalia.  MEP  since 1979. 
b.  4.7.1932  in  Berlin.  Translator.  President of 
European  section  of CDU/CSU  women's  section.  MEP 
since 1979. 
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*MALANGRE  Kurt 
MENRAD  Winfried 
~IERZ Friedrich 
*MUNCH  Werner 
PACK  Doris 
PERSCHAU  Hartmut 
*POETTERING  Hans-Gert 
QUISTHOUDT-ROWOHL 
Godelieve 
*RINSCHE  GUnter 
*SAELZER  Bernhard 
""THEATO  Diemut 
*WOGAU  Karl  von 
b.  20.1.1921  in Berlin.  Lawyer.  Former  member  of 
the·Berlin Chamber  of Deputies  and  the Bundestag. 
MEP  since  1978. 
b.  18.9.1934  in  Aachen.  Lawyer.  Lord  Mayor  and 
member  Aachen  council.  MEP  since  1979. 
b.  10.2.1939  in  Schwabisch  GemUnd.  Head  of 
commercial  high  school.  Member  of  the  'CDU 
Metalworkers'  board  for European  questions  (CMV). 
b.  11.11.1955  in Brilon. 
industry.  Member  of 
organisation. 
Lawyer  in 
party 
the chemical 
environmental 
b.  25.5.1940  in Kirchhellen.  University professor. 
Former  local  councillor.  Chairman  and  Vice-
Chairman  of  local  party bodies.  MEP  since  1984. 
b.  18.3.1943  in  Schiffweiler,  Saar.  Teacher. 
Former  member  Bundestag.  Party  spokesman  on 
European  policy.  Vice-Chairman  Council  for 
European  Movement  (Saar branch). 
b.  28.3.1942  in Danzig.  Former  army  major.  Party 
leader  in Hamburg. 
b.  15.9.1945  in BersenbrBck,  Niedersachsen.  Lawyer 
and  writer.  Chairman  of  Lower  Saxony  branch of 
'Europa  Union'.  MEP  since  1979. 
b.  18.6.1947  in  Brussels.  University professor, 
formerly  Louvain  (Belgium)  (physics  and 
chemistry).  Since  1979  head  of the  Institute for 
Applied  Linguistics,  Hildesheim. 
b.  13.7.1930  in  Hamm.  Economist  and  university 
professor.  Former  member  of  the  Bundestag  and 
Lord  mayor  of  Hamm.  Former  member  North  Rhine 
Westphalia  regional  assembly.  MEP  since 1979. 
b.  4.9.1940  in 
Hesse  regional 
since 1979. 
Berlin.  Engineer.  Former  member 
assembly  and  mayor  of Marburg.  MEP 
b.  13.4.1937  in Kleinrohrsdorf/Dresden.  Translator 
and  conference organiser.  Holds  office  in regional 
party organisations.  MEP  since  1987. 
b.  18.7.1941  in Freiburg.  Lawyer.  Holds  office  in 
several  regional  party  organisations.  MEP  since 
1979. 
-14- PE  133.340 *ZARGES  Axel 
csu  (  7) 
•BOCKLET  Reinhold 
*FRIEDRICH  Ingo 
*HABSBURG  Otto 
MUELLER  Gerd 
*PIRKL  Fritz 
*SCHLEICHER  Ursula 
*STAUFFENBERG  Franz 
Franz  Ludwig  Graf  von 
SPD  (31) 
GOERLACH  Willi 
GROENER  Lieselotte 
b. ·7.10.1932  in Kassel.  Lawyer.  Holds  office  in 
several  regional  party  organisations  and  Vice-
Chairman  of  the  European  Movement  Council.  MEP 
since  1984. 
b.  5.4.1943  in  Schongau.  Former  senior  civil 
servant and  university lecturer.  Member  CSU  Upper 
Bavaria District Committee  and  several other party 
organisations.  MEP  since  1979. 
b.  24.2.1942 
Holds  office 
since  1979. 
in  Kutno. 
in regional 
Economist  and  academic. 
party organisation.  MEP 
b.  20.11.1912  in  Reichenau,  Austria.  Writer. 
President  of  the  'International  Pan-European 
Union'  since  1979. 
b.  25.8.1955  in  Krumbach.  Former  senior civil 
servant,  Bavaria.  Holds  office  in  'Jungen  Union' 
Bavaria.  Member.CSU  central  committee. 
b.  13.8.1925  in Sulzbach-Rosenberg.  Psychologist. 
Former  civil  servant  and  Minister  for  Labour, 
Bavarian  regional  assembly.  Chairman  Hans-Seidel-
Stiftung  Foundation  and  member  CSU  central 
committee.  MEP  since  1984. 
in  Aschaffenburg,  Harfenistin. 
harpist.  Former  member  of  the 
b.  15.5.1933 
Musician  and 
Bundestag. 
Unterfranken. 
President  'Pan-European  Union', 
MEP  since  1979. 
b.  4.5.1938  in  Bamberg.  Lawyer.  Holds  office  in 
several  party  organisations  including  'Jungen 
Union'.  MEP  since  1984. 
b.  17.12.1940  in Btuzbach,  Hessen.  Teacher.  Former 
member  and  Minister  for  Agriculture  and  the 
Environment,  Hesse  regional  assembly.  Member  of 
party organisations. 
b.  31.5.1954 
housewife.  Has 
organisation. 
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held 
Langenfeld.  Secretary  and 
several  posts  in  the  party 
PE  133.340 *HAENSCH  Klaus 
*HOFF  Magdalene 
JUNKER  Karin 
KOEHLER  Heinz 
*LINKOHR  Rolf 
LUETTGE  GUnter 
MAIBAUM  Gepa  Ms 
*MIHR  Karl-Heinz 
ONl}R  Leyla 
PETER  Helwin 
*PETERS  Hans 
RANDZIO-PLATH  Christa  Ms 
*ROGALLA  Dieter 
ROTH-BEHRENDT  Dagmar  Ms 
b.  15.12.1938  in Sprottau,  Schlesien.  Editor and 
former  senior  civil  servant,  North  Rhine 
Westphalia  Ministry  for  Science  and  Research. 
Holds  several offices  in  the  party.  Member  since 
1979. 
b.  29.12.1940  in  Hagen.  Construction Engineer. 
Former  local  councillor.  Has  held various  posts  in 
the party.  Member  since 1979. 
b.  24.12.1940  in DUsseldorf.  Journalist.  Official 
with Gelsenkirchen  Council.  Holds  posts  in several 
party bodies. 
b.  12.5.1942  in  Mitwitz,  Kronach.  Lawyer.  Local 
councillor.  Holds  various  party posts. 
b.  11.3.1941  in  Stuttgart.  Physicist.  Member 
Baden-WUrtenberg  party  district  committee.  MEP 
since  1979. 
b.  8.7.1938  in  Hanover.  Teacher.  Mayor  of 
Ihlow  and  member  of  the  regional  government  of 
Nieder-Saxony. 
b.  21.12.1935  in  Frankfurt/Main.  Councillor and 
Mayor  of Cologne.  Leader  of  local  party. 
b.  22.7.1935  in  Gudensb~rg,  Hessen.  Metalworker. 
Member  party  federal  council.  Party spokesman  on 
Gudensberg  local  council.  MEP  since  1980. 
b.  8.1.1945  in ·Braunschweig.  Vocational  training 
teacher.  Mayor  of  Braunschweig.  Holds  office  in 
party organisation. 
b.  18.7.1941  in  Oberthal,  Saarland.  Trade  union 
leader.  Former  member  Bundestag. 
b.  10.12.1927  in Uedem, 
coalminer  and  trade 
Dortmund  city council. 
since  1979. 
Kleve.  Former  shoemaker, 
unionist.  Former  member 
Various  party  posts.  MEP 
b.  29.10.1940.  Lawyer  and  writer.  Adviser  to 
finance  department,  Hamburg  council.  Vice-
President  International Union  of Socialist Women. 
b.  20.8.1927  in  Wei~wasser,  Oberlausitz.  Lawyer, 
former  customs  official  and  former  official 
with  the European  Commission.  MEP  since  1981. 
b.  21.2.1953  in Frankfurt/Main.  Lawyer  working  in 
Berlin. 
-16- PE  133.340 *ROTHE  Mechtild 
*ROTHLEY  Willi 
*SAKELLARIOU  Jannis 
*SALISCH  Heinke 
SAMLAND  Detlev 
*SCHINZEL  Dieter 
*SCHMID  Gerhard 
*SCHMIDBAUER  Barbara 
*SIMONS  Barbara 
*TOPMANN  GUnter 
*VITTINGHOFF  Kurt 
*VON  DER  VRING  Thomas 
*WALTER  Gerd 
*WEBER  Deate 
121 
b.  10.8.1947  in  Paderborn.  Former  laboratory 
ass.istant and  teacher.  Local  councillor.  Member  of 
party council.  MEP  since  1984. 
b·.  15. 12. 1943  in Bot tenbach.  Lawyer.  Former  member 
Rheinland-Pfalz  regional  assembly.  Holds  various 
party posts. 
b.  12.11.1939  in Athens.  Engineer  and  economist. 
Trade  unionist.  Holds  various  party  posts.  MEP 
since  1984. 
b.  14.8.1941  in Grevenbroich.  Interpreter.  Member 
Karlsruhe  Council.  MEP  since  1979. 
b.  1.5.1953  in  Essen.  Planning  engineer.  Former 
director of  an  advertising  agency.  Spokesman  for 
Young  Socialists.  Member  of party council. 
b.  14.11.1942  in Berlin.  Physicist.  Former  member 
Bundestag  and  Aachen  Council.  Chairman  local 
party.  MEP  since  1979. 
b.  5.5.1946  in Straubing.  Chemist.  Holds  various 
posts  in  the party.  Member  of party council.  MEP 
since  1979. 
b.  15.11.1937  in Berlin.  Housewife.  Former  member 
Darmstadt  council.  Member  of party council.  MEP 
since  1987 .. 
Teacher  and  head  of  department,  Hanover  Adult 
Education  Centre.  Member  of  regional  committee 
executive.  MEP  since  1984.  · 
b.  7.5.1934  in  ·Bielefeld.  Former  senior police 
officer.  Former  member  of the  Bundestag.  Mayor  of 
Altena.  MEP  since  1984. 
b.  9.1.1928  in  Millheim.  Joiner.  Former  general 
secretary  of  IG  Metal  Union.  Member  of party 
organisation  dealing  with  workers'  issues.  MEP 
since  1984. 
b.  27.5.1937  in Stuttgart.  University professor. 
Holds  various  posts  in the party organisation.  MEP 
since  1979. 
b.  26.4.1949  in  LUbeck.  Journalist and  lecturer~ 
Chairman  Schleswig  Holstein  regional  party 
committee.  MEP  since  1979. 
b.  12.12.1943  in  Reichenberg.  Teacher.  Member 
Heidelberg city council.  Chairman  party council. 
MEP  since  1979. 
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The  Greens  and  Allies  (8) 
BREYER  Hi It  rut 
CRAMON  Birgit 
*GRAEFE  ZU  BARINGDORF 
Friedrich-Wilhelm 
PARTSCH  Karl 
PIERMONT  Dorothee 
QUISTORP  Eva 
ROTH  Claudia 
~TELKAEHPER Wilfried 
Republicans  C  6) 
GRUND  Johanna 
KOEHLER  Peter 
NEUBAUER  Ha~ald 
SCHLEE  Emil 
SCHOORUCH  Hans  GUnter 
SCHOENHUBER  Franz 
Liberals  <FDP)  (4) 
ALEMANN  VON  Mechtild 
b.  15.8.1940  in  G6ttingen. 
chairman  Young  Socialists, 
1979. 
Type  setter.  Former 
Hanover.  MEP  since 
b.  1957  in  SaarbrUcken.  Kindergarten  teacher, 
secretary. 
b.  1944.  Educationalist.  Representative  of Berlin 
women's  group. 
b.  29.11.1942  in Spenge.  Farmer,  teacher.  Member 
of  'Union of  small  farmers'.  HEP  since  1984. 
b.  1922  in Bochum.  Biologist. 
b.  27.2.1943  in Stra6burg.  Second  hand  bookseller. 
University  lecturer.  MEP  1984-87. 
b.  1945  in Detmold.  Theologian.  Teacher·.  Member  of 
Greens  central  committee  1986-88. 
b.  1955  in Ulm.  Has  worked  in  the  theatre.  Press 
spokesman  for  the Greens  in  the  Bundestag. 
b.  16.1.1953  in Lingen-Ems.  Teacher.  Rainbow  Group 
spokesman  in  the  outgoing  Parliament.  Mr.P  since 
1987. 
Age  54.  Journalist.  Vice-President of  the party. 
Age  45.  Detective.  Party  chairman,  Baden 
WUrttemberg. 
Age  37.  Journalist,  Party chairman,  Bavaria. 
Age  66.  Former  senior  civil  servant.  Party 
chairman,  Schleswig-Holstein. 
Age  62.  Lawyer.  Party  chairman,  North  Rhine 
Westphalia. 
Age  66.  Writer and  journalist.  Party chairman. 
b.  1937  in  Seebach/ThUringen.  Librarian. 
Secretary-General  of  the  Federation of European 
Liberal Parties.  Former  member  of  the  North  Rhine 
Westphalia regional  assembly.  MEP  1979-84. 
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VOHRER  Manfred 
WECHMAR  Freiherr von 
RUdiger 
*  re-elected member 
b.  24.12.1925  in  Schlawe/Hinterpommern.  Former 
major-general. 
b.  21.6.1941  in Reutlingen.  Diplomat.  Former  head 
of  an  environmental  institute.  Former  member  of 
the  Bundestag. 
b.  15.11.1923  in Berlin.  Journalist and  diplomat. 
Former  press  spokesman  for  the Federal  Government 
and  former  Ambassador  to  the United  Nations. 
NB  The  dual  mandate  is not  permitted in Germany 
-19- PE  133.340 New  Democracy  (10) 
*ANASTASOPOULOS  Georgios 
*CHRISTODOULOU  Efthymios 
*GJANNAKOU-KOUTSIKOU 
Marietta 
LAGAKOS  Efstathios 
*LAMBRIAS  Panayotis 
PEZMAZOGLOU  Joannis 
PIERROS  Filippos 
*SARiDAKIS  Georgios 
SARLIS  Pavlos 
*STAVROU  Constantinos 
Socialist Party  (PASOK)  (9) 
*AVGERINOS  Paraskevas 
GREECE 
b.  25.9.1935  in Athens.  Journalist.  Former  member 
bureau  of  International Federation of Journalists. 
Chairman  of  the  transport  committee  in  the 
outgoing  Parliament.  MEP  since  1984. 
b.  2.12.1932  in  Larissa.  Economist  and  banker. 
Former  chairman  of  the  board of Olympic  Airways, 
director  of  the  National  Bank  of  Greece  and 
representative on  the  World  Dank.  MEP  since 1984. 
b.  5.6.1951  in Gerakion.  Doctor.  MEP  since  1984. 
b.  1921  in Athens.  Diplomat,  former  ambassador  and 
representative on  NATO.  -
b.  1.9.1926  in  Athens.  Lawyer  and  journalist. 
Former  member  of  national  Parliament and  former 
Secretary-General of  the  Greek  National  Tourist 
Board.  MEP  since  1984. 
b.  1.3.1918  in Chios.  University professor.  Former 
member  national  Parliament  and  Minister  of 
Finance.  President  of  the Democratic  Socialist 
Party 1979.84.  MEP  1981-84. 
b.  1957  in Pyrgos.  Lawyer.  Legal 
Human  Rights  Union  of  the  UN. 
b.  17.7.1938  in  Crete.  Lawyer. 
director  of  the  Greek  Bank 
Development.  MEP  since  1986. 
adviser  to  the 
Former  deputy 
for  Industrial 
b.  Piraeus.  Lawyer.  Former  Secretary-General of 
the Ministry  for Merchant  Shipping.  Former  member 
of  the  national  Parliament  and  of  the  Greek 
delegation to  the  Parliamentary  Assembly  of  the 
Council  of Europe. 
b.  20.7.1928  in  Metsovon.  Economist.  Former 
finance  and  trade adviser  to  the  Greek  government 
and  former  Greek  permanent  representative  to  the 
OECD. 
b.  19.8.1927  Arcadia.  Doctor.  Founder  member  of 
PASOK  and  member  of  the central  committee.  Former 
Minister of Health.  MEP  since  1984. 
-20- PE  133.340 KOSTOPOULOS  Sotiris 
LIVANOS  Dionysis 
PAGOROPOULOS  Dimitrios 
*PAPOUTSIS  Christos 
*ROMEOS  Georgios 
ROUMELIOTIS  Panayotis 
STAMOULIS  Joannis 
TSIMAS  Kostas 
b.  1943  in  Archaia.  Journalist.  Member  of  the 
central  committee  of PASOK. 
b.  1934  in Athens.  Lawyer.  Publisher  and  editor. 
Former  member  national Parliament. 
b.  1931  in  Athens. 
administrative council  of 
special  committee  of 
irregularities  (1989). 
b.  11.4.1953  in Larissa. 
of  the  National  Council 
member  of  the  central 
since  1984. 
Lawyer.  Member  of  the 
the  Bar.  Chairman  of  the 
enquiry  into  financial 
Economist.  Former  member 
for  Higher  Education  and 
committee  of  PASOK.  MEP 
b.  21.12  1932  in  Corfu. 
Director-General  of  the  Greek 
Journalist.  Former 
radio and  television 
in  the  outgoing  service.  Vice-President 
Parliament.  MEP  since  1984. 
b.  in Suez.  Egypt.  University  professor.  Former 
Minister of  Trade  and  Finance  and  special  adviser 
to  former  Prime  Minister Papandreou. 
b.  1939.  Lawyer  specialising in  EC  law. 
b.  1936  in Thasos.  Member  of the central  committee 
of PASOK.  Former  Secretary-General of  the  Ministry 
of  Interior  and  former  head  of  the  National 
Information  Service. 
Communist  Alliance  <SAP)  (4) 
*ALAVANOS  Alexandros 
*DESYLLAS  Dimitrios 
*EPHREMIDIS  Vassilis 
PAPAGIANNAKIS  Michalis 
b.  22.5.1950  in Athens.  Member  student opposition 
movement  to  the dictatorship.  Former  member  of the 
Central  Council  of  Greek  Young  Communists.  MEP 
since  1981.· · 
b.  12.11.1947  in Pyrgos.  Agronomist.  Member  of the 
Greek  Young  Communist  Party  and  several 
agricultural organisations. 
b.  31.12.1915  in Athens.  Lawyer.  Former  newspaper 
editor.  Former  member  nation~! Parliament.  Member 
of  the central  committee  of  the  Greek  Communist 
Party.  M~P since  1981. 
Journalist  specialising 
the  executive  committee 
(EAR). 
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in  economics.  Member  of 
of  the  Hellenic  Left 
PE  133.340 Centre/Right  (DIANA)  (1) 
NIANIAS  Dimitrios 
*  re-elected 
b  ..  1923  in Mitilini.  University professor.  Former 
member  of  the  national  Parliament  and  former 
Minister  for  Press,  Information and  Culture. 
The  dual  mandate  is not  allowed  in Greece 
-22- PE  133.340 Fianna  Fail  (6) 
*ANDREWS  Niall 
*FITZGERALD  Gene 
*FITZSIMONS  Jim 
*KILLILEA  Mark 
*LALOR  Paddy 
LANE  Paddy 
Fine  Gael  (4) 
*BANOTTI  Mary 
COONEY  Pat 
CUSHNAHAN  John 
IRELAND 
b.  19.8.1938  in  Dundrum.  Former  television 
programmes  officer.  Member  of  Dail  1977-89. 
Former  Minister of State at the  Department  of  the 
Environment.  MEP  since  1984. 
b.  21.8.1932  in Crookstown.  Member  of Dail  1972-
89.  Former  Minister  of Labour  and  Minister for 
Finance.  Ex-company  Director.  Former  President 
of the  European  Investment  Bank.  MEP  since  1984. 
b.  16.12.1936  in Navan.  Member  of Dail  1977-89. 
Former  Minister  of  State  at  the  Department  of 
Industry and  Energy.  MEP  since  1984. 
b.  5.9.1939  in Belclare.  Ex-farmer.  Dail  deputy 
for  Galway  East  1977-81,  Galway  West  1981-82. 
Minister of State,  Dept.  of Posts  and  Telegraphs 
1979-81.  Former  Senator.  MEP  since  1987. 
b.  21.7.1926  in Dublin.  Member  of Dail  1961-81. 
Former  Minister  for  Posts  and  Telegraphs  and 
Minister for  Industry and  Commerce.  Former  Vice-
President  EP.  MEP  since  1979. 
b.  7.9.1935.  Farmer,  former  Army  officer,  former 
President  of  the  Irish Farmers'  Association and 
member  of the Economic  and  Social  Committee.  Ex 
Irish Rugby  International. 
b.  29.5.1939  in  Dublin.  Nurse.  Has  worked  in 
Europe  and  Africa.  Presenter  of television 
programme  on  social welfare.  MEP  since  1984. 
b.  2  March  1931  in Longford.  Solicitor.  Former 
Minister  for  Defence,  Minister  for  Education, 
Minister  for  Transport,  Minister  for Posts  and 
Telegraphs  and  Minister  for  Justice  1973-77. 
Member  Dail  1970-89  <ex  1977-81).  Former  Senator. 
b.  23.7.1948,  native of Belfast.  Public Relations 
and  Public Affairs consultant.  General  Secretary 
of  the  Alliance  Party,  Northern  Ireland  1974-82 
and  leader 1984-87.  Former  member  of  the  Northern 
Ireland  Housing  Executive  and  of  the Northern 
Ireland Asssembly. 
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Independent  (2) 
*  .. BLANEY  Neil  T 
*MAHER  TJ 
Labour  Party  (1) 
DESMOND  Barry 
Progressive Democrats  (1) 
COX  Pat 
Workers'  Party  (1) 
**DE  ROSSA  Proinsias 
*  re-elected member 
**  dual  mandate. 
b.  29,10.1939  in Ballinamore.  Former  farmer  and 
businessman.  Former  local  councillor  and 
Senator.  Member  of  the Dail  1981-89.  MEP  since 
1979. 
b.  29.10.1922  in  Donegal.  Former  farmer  and 
businessman.  Member  of Dail.  Fianna Fail Deputy 
in  the Mil  1948-69,  former  Minister  for Posts 
and  Telegraphs  and  Minister  for  Local  Government. 
MEP  1979-84. 
b.  29.4.1922  in Cashel.  Former  farmer.  Former 
president of  Irish Farmers'  Association and  former 
president  General  Committee  for  Agricultural 
Cooperation  in  the  EC.  MEP  since 1979. 
b.  15  May  1935  in  Cork.  Former  trade union 
official.  Former  Minister.  for Health  and  Social 
Welfare  and  Minister of State at  the  Department  of 
Finance  with special  responsibility  for Economic 
Planning.  Member  of Dail  1969-89. 
b.  28.11.1952.  Former  lecturer in Economics  and 
television presenter.  General  Secretary  of  the 
Progressive Democrat  Party since its foundation  in 
March  1986. 
b.  15.5.1940  in  Dublin. 
1982.  Formerly  in  fruit 
Member  Irish Transport and 
CND.  Member,  Dublin  City 
Health  Board,  1985-89. 
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Member  of  Dail  since 
and  vegetable business. 
General  Workers  Union, 
Council  and  the  Eastern 
PE  133.340 Christian Democrats  (26) 
**ANDREOTTI  Giulio 
DINDI  Rosy 
**BONETTI  Andrea 
*BORGO  Franco 
**CASINI  Carlo 
*CASSANMAGNAGO  Luisa 
**COLOMBO  Emilio 
**CONTU  Felicetto 
DE  VITTO  Lorenzo 
FANTINI  Antonio 
**FORLANI  Arnaldo 
**FORMIGONI  Roberto 
FORTE  Mario 
ITALY 
b.  14.1.1919  in  Rome.  Former  Prime  Minister and· 
former  Minister  for  Foreign  Affairs.  ~!ember 
Chamber  of Deputies. 
b.  12.2.1951  in Sinalunga,  Siena.  Teacher.  Vice-
President  Catholic  Action  Group,  Director 
'Vittorio Dachelet'  Institute.  Local  councillor. 
b.  15.10.1946  in Brescia.  Director of  the  Itlian 
Confederation of Craft Workers.  Member  Chamber  of 
Deputies. 
b.  10.10.1932  in Lugo  Vicentino,  Vincenza.  Former 
local  councillor.  President  of  agricultural 
organisation  in Venice.  MEP  since  1984. 
b.  4.3.1935  in Florence.  Magistrate.  Writer.  Vice-
President of  the  pro-lif~ movement.  Member  Chamber 
of Deputies. 
b.  7.4.1929  in Bergamo.  Company  director. ·Former 
member  Chamber  of Deputies.  MEP  since  1976. 
b.  11.3.1920  in Potenza.  Former  Minister and  Prime 
Minister.  Member  Chamber  of Deputies.  President of 
the European  Parliament  1977-1979. 
b.  10.9.1927  in  Mogoro,  Oristano.  Solicitor. 
Former  Under-Secretary of State.  Member  Chamber  of 
Deputies. 
b.  13.10.1925 ins. Angelo  dei  Lombardi,  Avellino. 
Lawyer.  Member  National  Council  of  the Christian 
Democrat  Party and  regional  councillor. 
b.  31.1.1936  in  Naples.  Regional  councillor. 
Former  president  regional  council  of Naples. 
b.  8.12.1925  in  Pesaro.  Lawyer.  Former  Minister 
and  Prime  Minister.  At  present national  secretary 
of  the Christian Democrat  Party.  Member  Chamber  of 
Deputies. 
b.  30.3.1947  in Lecco.  Co-founder of  the  'Popular 
movement•.  Member  Chamber  of  Deputies,  Vice-
President  in  the outgoing Parliament. 
b.  22.9.1936  in  Naples. 
Former  Mayor  of Naples. 
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PE  133.340 *GAIBISSO  Gerardo 
GALLENZI  Giulio Cesare 
**GORIA  Giovanni 
GUIDOLIN  Francesco 
*IODICE  Antonio 
*LIMA  Salvatore 
LO  GIUDICE  Calogero 
**MARTINAZZOLI  Mino 
(*)**MICHELINI  Alberto 
MOTTOLA  Giuseppe 
*PISONI  Nino 
RUFFINI  Mario 
SBOARINA,  Gabriele 
Communist  Party  (22) 
(*)**CASTELLINA  Luciana 
b.  30.4.1927  in  Monte  Argentario,  Grosseto. 
Journalist.  Member  National  Council  of  the 
Christian Democrat  Party.  MEP  since 1984. 
b.  28.11.1931  in  Ariccia.  Journalist.  Vice-
President of Rome  regional  council. 
b.  30.7.1943  in Asti.  Former  Minister  and  Prime 
Minister.  Member  Chamber  of Deputies. 
b.  24.3.1923  in  Carpigliano.  President  Venice 
regional  council. 
b.  28.10.1941  in  Giugliano,  Naples.  Journalist. 
Former  Secretary  of  the  Naples  branch  of  the 
Christian Democrat  Party.  MEP  since 1984. 
b.  23.1.1928  in  Palermo.  Lawyer.  Former  Under-
Secretary  of  State  and  former  Mayor  of Palermo. 
MEP  since 1979. 
b.  16.6.1938  in  Enna.  University  professor 
specialising  in  agriculture  and  rural  studies. 
Member  of  the  Sicilian  Regional  Assembly  and 
former  President  of  the  regional government  of 
Sicily. 
b.  30.11.1931  in  Orzinuovi,  Brescia.  Lawyer. 
Former  Senator and  Minister of Justice.  At  present 
President of  Christian Democrat  Group  in Chamber 
of Deputies. 
b.  25.7.1941  in Rome.  Journalist.  Member  Chamber 
of Deputies.  MEP  since  1~84 .. 
b.  20.4.1936  in  Calvi  s  Nazzaro,  Benevento. 
Journalist.  President  Tobacco  Research  Institute. 
Regional  councillor. 
b.  5.5.1927  in  Nerviano,  Milan. 
Trade  Unionist.  Director  of 
Association  in Milan. 
Former  teacher. 
Wine  Growers 
b.  15.4.1937  in Costa  Volpino,  Bergamo,  Regional 
councillor. 
b.  24.3.1935  in  Verona.  Former  Secretary of  the 
Verona  branch  of  the  Christian  Democrat  Party. 
Deputy  Mayor  of Verona. 
b.  29.8.1929  in  Rome.  Journalist.  Member  of the 
management  body  of  the  Communist  Party.  Member 
Chamber  of Deputies.  MEP  since  1979 
-26- PE  133.340 CATASTA  Anna 
(*)**CERVETTI  Giovanni 
COLAJANNI  Luigi 
DE  GIOVANNI  Biagio 
DE  PICCOLI  Cesare 
DUVERGER  Maurice 
FANTUZZI  Giulio 
INBENI  Renzo 
NAPOLETANO  Pasqualina 
. **NAPOLITANO  Giorgio 
**OCCHETTO  Achille 
PORRAZZINI  Giacomo 
*RAGGIO  Andrea 
REGGE  Tu 11 i o 
·b.  6, 5.1952  in Genoa.  Trade  Unionist.  Member  Nilan 
General  Workers'  Union. 
b.  12.9.1933  in Milan.  Journalist.  Member  of  the 
national executive  of the  Communist  Party.  Member 
Chamber  of Deputies.  Leader  of Communist  Group  in 
the outgoing European  Parliament.  MEP  since  1984. 
b.  2.10.1943  in  Bricherasio,  Turin.  Architect. 
Member  central committee  and  management  body  of 
the  Communist  Party.  Member  Sicilian  regional 
council  and  local  councillor. 
b.  21.12.1931  in Naples.  University professor. 
b.25.1.1946  in Casale  sui Sile,  Treviso.  Member  of 
the  central  committee  of  the  Communist  Party. 
Regional  councillor.  Deputy  Mayor  of Venice. 
b.  5.6.1917  in  Angouleme,  France.  University 
professor.  Expert  in constitutional  law.  Special 
adviser to President Mitterand. 
b.  17.9.1950  in  Reggio  Emilia.  Engineer.  Vice-
President  of  agricultural  cooperative 
organisation.  Mayor  of Reggio  Emilia. 
b.  12.10.1944  in  Modena.  Member  of  the central 
committee  and  management  body  of the Communist 
Party.  Trade  Unionist.  M;~yor of Bologna. 
b.  28.9.1949  in  Nolfetta,  Dari.  Teacher.  Member 
central committee  of  the .Communist  Party  . 
b.  29.6.1925  in  Naples.  Member  of the central 
committee  and  management  body  of  the Communist 
Party.  Member  Chamber  of  Deputies  and  former 
President of the  Communist  Group  in  the  Chamber  of 
Deputies. 
b.  3.3.1936  in Turin.  Journalist.  Member  Chamber 
of Deputies.  Secretary  General  of  the Communist 
Party. 
b.  28.1.1941.  Member  of  the  National  Assembly  of 
local  councils.  Mayor  of Terni. 
b.  30.11.1929  in  Cagliari.  Administrator.  Member 
of the  central committee  of the Communist  Party. 
Former  President  of  the  regional  council  of 
Sardinia.  MEP  since  1984. 
b.  11.7.1931  in  Turin.  Professor  of  Physics. 
Member  of several  scientific bodies. 
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VALENT  Dacia  Ms 
b.  30.5.1933  in Cosenza.  University professor and 
lawyer.  Member  Chamber  of  Deputies  and  President 
of  the  Parliam~ntary  ·Group  of  the  independent 
left. 
b.  12.2.1963  in Mogadishu  <Somalia).  Member  of  the 
State Police Force  and  anti-mafia organisation. 
Five  names  still to be  announced 
Socialist Party  (12) 
*BETTIZA  Enzo 
CARNITI  Pierre 
**CRAXI  Bettino 
FERRARA  Giuliano 
IACONO  Franco 
LA  PERGOLA  Antonio 
LARONI  Nereo 
MAGNANI  NOYA  Maria 
*MATTINA  Enzo 
**ROMITA  Pier Luigi 
b.  7.6.1927  in Spalato,  Yugoslavia.  Journalist and 
writer.  Former  Senator. 
b.  25.9.1936  in Castelleone,  Cremona.  Journalist 
and  Trade  Unionist.  Former  Secretary  General  of 
the  Italian  Confederation  of  Trade  Unions  and 
former  Vice-President  of  the  European 
Confederation of Trade  Unions. 
b.  24.2.1934  in Milan.  Secretary General  of  the 
Socialist  Party.  Former  Prime  Minister.  Member 
Chamber  of Deputies  and  former  MEP. 
b.  7.1.1952  in Rome.  Journalist.  Former  leader of 
the Communist  Party in Turin. 
b.  4.2.1942  in  Forio  d'Ischia,  Naples.  Former 
President Naples  regional  council. 
b.  13.11.1931  in  Catania.  University Professor. 
Former  President  of  the  Constitutional  Court. 
Former  Minister  for European  Affairs. 
b.  2.9.1942  in  Mestre,  Venice.  Teacher.  Former 
Mayor  of Venice. 
b.  24.10.1931  in  Genoa.  Lawyer.  Former  member 
Chamber  of  Deputies,  former  Under-Secretary of 
State for  Health  and  local  councillor.  Mayor  of 
Turin. 
b.  29.7.1940  in  Buonabitacolo,  Salerno. 
Journalist.  Member  of the  management  body  of  the 
Socialist  Party.  Secretary-General  Italian 
Confederation of Labour. 
b.  27.7.1924  in  Turin.  University  Professor. 
Former  Minister  and  Secretary  General  of  the 
Italian Social  Democrat  Party.  Member  Chamber  of 
Deputies  and  Chairman  of  the  Finance  Committee. 
Two  names  still to be  announced. 
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**FINI  Gianfranco 
**RAUTI  Pino 
**TATARELLA  Giuseppe 
b.  3.1.1952 
Secretary  of 
Deputies. 
in  Bologna. 
the  party. 
Journalist.  National 
Member  Chamber  of 
b.  19.11.1926  in Cardinale,  Catanzaro.  Journalist. 
Assistant Secretary  of the  party.  Member  Chamber 
of Deputies. 
b.  17.9.1935  in  Cerignola,  Foggia.  Lawyer. 
Assistant  Secretary  of  the  party.  Local 
councillor.  Member  Chamber  of Deputies. 
One  name  still to be  announced. 
Centre Parties  <Republicans,  Liberals,  Radicals)  (4) 
*GAWRONSKI  Jas 
**LA  MALFA  Giorgio 
**PANNELLA  Marco 
**VISENTINI  Bruno 
Greens  (3) 
AMENDOLA  Gianfranco 
LANGER  Alexander 
One  name  to be  announced 
Other  Greens  (2) 
b.  7.2.1936  in Vienna,  Austria.  Journalist and  TV 
producer.  MEP  since 1981. 
b.  13.10.1939  in Milan.  Journalist and  University 
professor.  Secretary  General  of  the Republican 
Party.  Former  Minister.  Member  Chamber  of 
Deputies. 
b.  2.5.1930  in  Teramo. 
Secretary  Radical  Party. 
Deputies.  MEP  since  1979 
Journalist.  Former 
Member  Chamber  of 
b.  1.8.1914  in Treviso.  Lawyer.  President of the 
Republican Party.  Senator and  former  Minister. 
b.  8.4.1942  in  Rome.  University  Professor and 
magisrate.  National  delegate  to  World  Wildlife 
Fund  and  member  League  for  the  Environment 
movement. 
b.  22.2.1946  in  Vipiteno,  Bolzano.  University 
Professor and  journalist.  Regional  councillor. 
**AGLIETTA  Maria  Adelaide  b.  4.6.1940  in  Torino.  Sits  in  the  Chamber  of 
Deputies  as  a  member  of the  Radical  Party. 
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Social  Democrat  Party  (2). 
**CARIGLIA  Antonio 
FERRI  Enrico 
Lombardy  Regional  Party  (2) 
**BOSSI  Umberto 
MORETTI  Luigi 
Proletarian  Democr~ (1) 
MELANDRI  Eugenio 
Traviglio,  Bergamo.  Sociologist. 
Chamber  of  Deputies  as  a 
of  the  'Proletarian  Democracy' 
b.  31.5.1950  in 
Sits  in  the 
representative 
movement. 
b.  28.3.1924  in Vieste,Foggia.  National  Secretary 
of  the  Social  Democrat  Party.  Senator and  former 
MEP. 
b.  17.2.1942  in  La  Spezia.  University Professor 
and  Magistrate.  Minister for Public Works.  Former 
member  of  the  Council  of Magistrates. 
b.  19.9.1941.  Editor.  Founder  and  Secretary of the 
party.  Senator. 
b.  6.6.1944. 
councillor. 
Sponsor  of  the  party.  Local 
b.  21.9.1948  in Brisighella,  Ravenna.  Missionary, 
priest and  writer. 
De-criminialise drug  offences  movement  (1) 
TARADASH  Marco 
Sardinian Action  Party  (1) 
MELIS  Mario 
b.  19.5.1950  in Livorno.  Journalist.  Secretary and 
co-ordinator of the movement. 
b.  10.6.1921  in  Tortoli,  Nuoro.  Lawyer.  Former 
president of  the  regional  government  of Sardinia. 
Former  Senator  and  member  of  the  Chamber  of 
Deputies. 
-30- PE  133.340 South  Tyrol  People's Party  (1) 
*DALSASS  Joachim  b ..  3.12.1926  in Laives,  Bolzano.  Vice-President of 
the party.  Former  leader  of  the  regional council 
of Bolzano.  MEP  since  1979. 
NB  Some  members  have  been  elected in more  than one  constituency.  The  names  of 
the  replacements  have  still to be  announced. 
Ministerial office is  incompatible with membership  of  the  European 
Parliament 
*  re-elected member 
**  dual  mandate 
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Christian Social  Party  <Christian Democrats)  (3) 
JUNCKER  Jean-Claude 
SANTER  Jacques 
**SPAUTZ  Jean 
Socialist workers  Party  (2) 
POOS  Jacques 
DELWAUX-STEHRES  Mady 
Democratic  Party  (1) 
**FLESCH  Colette 
**  Dual  mandate 
b.  9.12.1954.  Lawyer.  At  present  Minister  of 
Labour  and  for  the Budget. 
b.  18.5.1937. 
member  Chamber 
of Luxembourg. 
Lawyer.  Prime  Minister.  Former 
of Deputies  and  MEP.  Former  Mayor 
b.  9.9.1930.  Steelworker.  Member  Chamber  of 
Deputies  since  1959.  Former  member  Parliamentary 
Assembly  Council  of  Europe  and  WEU.  Former 
Minister and  MEP. 
b.  3.6.1935.  Former  director of a  newspaper  group 
and  bank.  Deputy  Prime-Minister.  At  present 
Minister  for  Foreign  Affairs,  Trade  and  the 
economy. 
b.11.10.1950.  Teacher.  Local  councillor. 
b.  16.4.1937. 
Deputies  and 
Parliament. 
MEP. 
Former  Minister.  Member  Chamber  of 
leader Democratic  Group  in National 
Former  Mayor  of  Luxembourg.  Former 
NB  Ministerial  office  is  incompatible with  membership  of  the  European 
Parliament 
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"BEUMER  Boulle 
*CORNELISSEN  Pam 
*JANSSEN  VAN  RAAY  Jim 
~MAIJ-WEGGEN Hanja 
OOMEN~RU!JTEN Ria 
OOSTLANDEH  Arie 
PEIJS  Karla 
"PENDEns  .Jean 
SONNEVELD  Jan 
VEnHAGEN  Maxirne 
Labour  Party  (I:S) 
11 D'ANCONA 
NETHERLANDS 
b.  21.11.1934  in  Valkenswaard.  Economist.  Former 
Mayor  of Hidwolda.  Former  member  second  chamber  of 
national  Parliament.  Chairman  of  tile  economic  and 
monetary  affairs  and  industrial  policy  committee 
in  the  outgoing  Parliament.  MEP  since  1979. 
b.  13.1.1934  in Terheyden.  Civil  engineer.  Former 
local  councillor  and  member  second  chamber  of  the 
national  Parliament.  Former  member  of  the 
Parliamentary Assembly  of  the  Council  of  Europe. 
NEP  since  1984. 
b.  1.6.1932  in  Huntok  <Dutch  East  Indies).  Lawyer. 
MEP  1979-84  and  1986-. 
b.  29.12.1943  in  Emmen.-Teacher.  Former  member  of 
the  Dutch  government  delegation  to  the  liN.  HEP 
since  1979. 
b.  6.9.1950  in Echt.  Public relations  consultant. 
Hernber  national  Parliament  1981-. 
b.  28.3.1936.  Psychologist. 
party's scientific institute. 
Director  of  the 
b.  1.9.1944  in  Tilburg.  Economist  and  teache1:. 
Member  Utrecht  regional  council. 
b.  5.4.1939  in  Geme1·t.  Historian.  Former  Senior 
Civil  Servant  in  the  Ministry  for  Foreign Affairs. 
Leader  Dutch  CD  Members  in  the  outgoing 
Parliament.  HEP  since  1979. 
b.  l3.5.19:J3  in  Zoetenneer.  Agricultural  engineer 
specialising  in  the  environment. 
b.  14.9.1956  in  Maastricht. 
official 
Historian.  Party 
b.  1 . 1  o. 19 3  7  in  The 
Planning.  Former  member 
Secretary  of  State 
Employment.  Chairman  of 
the  outgoing  Parliament. 
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Hague.  Former  Lecturer  in 
of  national  Parliament  and 
for  Social  Affairs  and 
the  \~omm1' s  commit tee  in 
HEP  since  1984. 
PE  133.340 *DANKEHT  Piet 
"HETTEN  Alman 
~ ~1UNT  I  NGI!  Hemmo 
VAN  PUTTEN  Haartje  Ms 
VAN  VELZEN  Wiro 
"VISSER  Ben 
"WOLTJEH  Eisso 
Liberal  Party  (3) 
*LARIVE  Jessica 
.. VHIES  Cijs  de 
.. WIJSENOEEK  Florus 
Greens  (2) 
*VAN  DIJK  Nel 
"VERBEEK  IIerman 
b.  8.1.1934  in  Stil.:ns.  Teacher.  Fonut:r  member 
national  Parliament.  President  of  the  European 
Parliament  1982-84.  Vice-President  in  the  outgoing 
Parliament.  MEP  since  1977. 
b.  9.10.1948  in  ~aarlem.  Academic  specialising  in 
educational  sociology.  HEP  since  1984. 
b.  30.12.1938 
with special 
1979. 
in  Amsterddm.  Business  economist 
interest  in  conservation.  MEP  since 
b.  5. 7.1951.  Social  worker.  PrcsiJent  of  th£~ 
nation~l movement  for  road  safety. 
b.  13.5.1938.  Teacher.  National  Secretary of  the 
party. 
b.6.2.1934  in  The  Hague.  Accountant.  Former  local 
councillor.  MEP  since  1984. 
b.  9.1.1942  in 
former  Lecturer. 
since  1979. 
Nieuwe  Pekela. 
Former  local 
Agronomist 
counci 1lor. 
and 
HEP 
b.  24.11.1945  in 
member  Libera 1 
HEP  since  1984. 
VoorLurg.  Lawyer.  Former  staff 
Croup  in  the  European  Parliament. 
b.  22.2.1956  in  New  York.  Academic.  Former  local 
councillor.  MEP  since  1984. 
b.  16.6.1944  in Wassenaar.  Lawyer.  Former  member 
legal  service of  the  European  Commission  and  staff 
of  the  Liberal  Gr:oup  in  the  European  Parliament. 
MEP  since  1984. 
b.  22.10.1952  in  Tilburg.  Archivist.  Formm· 
member  of  the  Communist  Party.  MEP  since  1987. 
b.  17.5.1936  in Groningen.  Theologian  and  Catholic 
priest.  Former  leader  of  the  Radical  Party.  HEP 
1984-86. 
Coalition of Protestants  (1) 
"VAN  DER  WAAL  Leen  b.  23.9.1928  in  Ridderl<erk.  Engineer.  Formerly 
manager  of  a  transport  company  ~~d  oil  concerns. 
~IEP since  1984. 
-34- PE  133.340 pemocr.ats  '66  (1) 
BERTENS  Jan-Willem 
*  re-elected 
b.  23.1.1936  in  Maastricht.  Formerly  in  the 
Diplomatic  Service. 
The  dual  mandate  is  not  permitted  in the  Netherlands 
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Social  Democrat  Party  <LOR)  (9) 
*AMARAL  Rui 
Cl\PUCHO  Antonio 
"G~\RCIA Vasco 
LOPES  PORTO,  Manuel 
"HARQUES  m:NDES  Antonio 
MENDES  BOTA  Jn~~ 
•PEREIRA  Virgilio 
"PJ1'1ENTA  Carlos 
SALEMA  Margarida 
Socialist PartY  (8) 
*8ELO  Maria 
CANAVARRO  Pedro  Manuel 
*COIMBRA  MARTINS  Antonio 
CHAVINHO  Jo5o 
b.  25.9.1943  in  Porto.  University  professor. 
Former  member  of  the  national  Parli:)ment  and 
former  Secretary  of  State.  Vice-President  in  the 
outgoing Parliament.  MEP  since  1986. 
b.  in  1945  in  Lisbon.  Business  manager.  Fonner 
~ember of national  Parliament.  At  present  Minister 
for  Parliamentary Affairs. 
b.  21.5.1939  in  Carcavelos.  Biologist.  Former 
member  of  the  national  Parliament  and  the  Azores 
regional  assembly.  MEP  since  1986. 
b.  in  1943  in  Coimbra. 
professor.  Chairman  of  the 
the  Central  Plan. 
Economist. 
National 
University 
Council  for 
b.  30.3.1934  in  Porto.  Lawyer.  Former  member  of 
the  national  Parliament.  ~1EP  since  1987. 
b.  in  1955  in  Lpule.  Economist.  ~1ember  of  the 
national  ParliamBnt. 
b.  11.1.1941  in  Funchal.  Teacher.  Form~r member 
national  Parliament.  MEP  since  198A . 
.  b.  7.5.1955  in  Lisbon.  Electronics  engin~er. 
former  secretary  of  state  and  member  national 
Parliament.  MEP  since  1987. 
b.  1954  in  Lisbon.  Lawyer.  University  teacher. 
Member  of national  Parliam~"nt. 
b.  27.4.1938  in  Lisbon.  Psycho<~.nalyst.  Mf::P  since 
1988. 
b.  9.5.1937  in  Santar~m.  University  professor. 
Head  of  several  cultural  organisations.  Secretary-
General  of  the  PRO  (Democratic  Renewal  Party) 
b.  30.1.1927  in  Lisbon.  Senior executive  with  the 
Calouste  Gulbenkian  Foundation.  Form~r minister 
and  momber  national  Parliament.  MEP  since  1986. 
b.  19.9.1936  in Malange,  .A,ngola.  Civil  engineer. 
Former  Minister  for  Industry  and  former  member 
national  Parliament. 
I'E  t33.340 141_ 
CUNHA  OLIVEIRA  Artur 
*GOMES  Fernando 
*MARINHO  Luis 
TORRES  COUTO  Jose Manuel 
Communists  and  Allies  (4) 
*BARROS  MOURA  Jose 
CARVALHAS  Carlos 
*MIRANDA  DA  SILVA 
Joaquim 
SANTOS  Maria 
Centre Party  (EPP)  (3) 
b.  30.9.24  in  Lawrence,  Massachussets,  USA. 
Theologian and  University professor.  Journalist. 
b ..  13.34.1946  in Vila do  Conde.  Economist.  Former 
Secretary of State and  member  national Parliament. 
Chairman  social affairs committtee  in  the outgoing 
Parliament.  MEP  since  1986. 
b.  5.6.1949  in Porto.  University  lecturer.  Former 
member  national Parliament. 
b.  1.02.1947  in  Porto.·  Trade  Union  general 
secretary  (  UGT> .  Member  national  Parliament. 
b.  8.10.1944  in  Porto. 
lecturer.  MEP  since 1986. 
Lawyer.  _ University 
b.  9.11.1941  inS.  Pedro  do  Sul.  Economist.  Former 
Secretary of State and  member  national Parliament. 
b.  7.9.1950  in Portalegre.  Economist.  Former 
member  national Parliament.  MEP  since  1986. 
b.  25.8.1952  in  Lisbon.  University  lecturer. 
Member  of  the  national Parliament  and  leader of 
the Greens  in Parliament. 
BEIROCO  Luis  b.  4.8.1939  in Lisbon.  Lawyer,  business  manager. 
*CARVALHO  CARDOSO  Jose 
*LUCAS  PIRES  Francisco 
*  re-elected member 
Former  member  national  Parliament.  Secretary-
General  CDS  party.  Former  MEP. 
b.  19.9.1923  in Portalegre.  Agricultural engineer. 
Former  member  national  Parliament.  MEP  since  1987. 
b.  15.9.1944  in  Coimbra.  Lawyer.  University 
lecturer.  Former  member  national  Parliament  and 
former  Minister  for  Culture.  Vice-President  in 
outgoing Parliament.  MEP  since  1986. 
NB  The  dual  mandate  is  not  permitted  in Portugal 
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*ALVAREZ  DE  PAZ  Jose 
*ARBELOA  MURU  Victor 
Manuel 
*BARON  CRESPO  Enrique 
BOFILL  ABEILHE  Pedro 
wBRU  PURON  Carlos 
*CABEZON  ALONSO  Jesus 
DE  LA  CAMARA  MARTINEZ 
Juan 
*CANO  PINTO  Eusebio 
*COLINO  SALAMANCA 
Juan  Luis 
*COLOM  i  NAVAL  Joan 
*DIEZ  DE  RIVERA  ICAZA 
Carmen 
*DURKHOP  DURKHOP  Barbara 
*GARCIA  ARIAS  Ludvina 
SPAIN 
b.  19.11.1945  in Noceda  del  Bierzo,  Leon.  Lawyer. 
Former  member  of  regional  government  Castilla-Leon 
and  member  national  Parliament.  MEP  since  1986. 
b.  1.1.1939  in Mafieru,  Navarra.  Writer,  Former 
president  of  regional  Parliament  of  Navarra. 
Former  Senator.  MEP  since  1986. 
b.  27.3.1944  in  Madrid.  Lawyer  and  economist. 
Former  member  national  Parliament and  Minister for 
Transport.  Vice-President  in outgoing Parliament. 
MEP  since  1986. 
b.  14.2.1946  in Alcazarquivir,  Morroco.  University 
professor.  Member  national  Parliament 
b.  28.2.1927  in  Astudillo,  Palence.  Solicitor. 
President of  the Spanish  Council  of  the European 
Movement.  MEP  since  1986. 
b.  9.3.1946.  Former  civil 
responsibility  for  social 
Senator.  MEP  since  1986. 
servant with  special 
security.  Former 
b.  1.7.1945  in  Madrid.  Former  civil servant. 
Member  of  the  regional  government  of Castilla-La'-
Mancha. 
b.  17.8.1940  in  La  Aldea  de  Puente,  Leon.·Former 
member  of  national  Parliament  and  regional 
government  of Extremadura.  MEP  since  1986. 
b.  5.5.1947  in Valladolid.  Lawyer.  Former  member 
national  Parliament.  Chairman  agriculture 
committee  in outgoing  parliament.  MEP  since  1986. 
b.  5.7.1945  in  Barcelona.  Economist  and  University 
professor.  Former  member  national  Parliament.MEP 
since  1986. 
b.  29.8.1942  in  Madrid.  Former  head  of Prime 
Minister's cabinet.  MEP  since  1987. 
b.  27.7.1945  in  Hanover,  Germany.  Teacher.  MEP 
since  1987. 
b. '13.12.1945  in Morelia,  Mexico.  Teacher.  Former 
member  national  Parliament.  MEP  since  1986. 
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*MEDINA  ORTEGA  Manuel 
*MIRANDA  DE  LAGE  Ana 
*MORAN  LOPEZ  Fernando 
*OLIVA  GARCIA  Francisco 
*PLANAS  PUCHADES  Luis 
*PONS  GRAU  Josep  Enric 
*RAMIREZ  HEREDIA  Juan 
de  Dios 
*RUBERT  DE  VENTOS  Xavier 
*SANZ  FERNANDEZ  F.  Javier 
*SAPENA  GRANELL  Enrique 
*SIERRA  BARDAJI  Mateos 
*VASQUEZ  FOUZ  Jose 
*VERDE  i  ALDEA  Josep 
b.  13.11.1946.  University  professor.  Member  of 
nati·onal  Parliament and  Secretary of State for  the 
regions. 
b.  15.12.1935  in  Arrecife.  University professor. 
Former  member  national  Parliament.  Vice-President 
in outgoing  Parliament.  MEP  since  1986. 
b.  8.5.1946  in San  Sebastian.  Party administrator. 
MEP  since  1986. 
b.  25.3.1926  in Aviles,  Asturias.  Former  Senator 
and  former  Minister  for  Foreign  Affairs  and 
Ambassador  to  the United  Nations.  MEP  since  1987. 
b.  24.11.1946  in Malaga.  Lawyer  and  former  civil 
servant.  Former  member  national  Parliament.  MEP 
since  1986. 
b.  20.11.1952  in  Valencia.  Former  government 
inspector of  works  and  social  security.  Former 
member  national  Parliament.  MEP  since  1986. 
b.  19.6.1948  in Tavernes  de  Valldigna,  Valencia. 
University professor.  Member  national Parliament. 
MEP  since  1986. 
b.  29.6.1942  in Puerto  Real,  Cadiz.  Teacher. 
Former  member  national  Parliament  and 
Parliamentary Assembly  of  the  Council  of Europe. 
MEP  since  1986. 
b.  1.9.1939  in  Barcelona.  Teacher  and  writer. 
Former  member  national Parliament.  MEP  since  1986. 
b.  13.1.1949  in Valencia.  Agricultural  engineer. 
University  professor.  Former  member  national 
Parliament.  MEP  since  1986. 
b.  17.1.1939.  Engineer.  Former  Senator and  member 
national  Parliament.  MEP  since  1986. 
b.  30.12.1936  in Tarrasa.  Farmer,  Former  Senator. 
MEP  since  1986. 
b.  19.2.1944  in  Lugo.  Former  civil servant with 
special  responsibility  for  agriculture.  Former 
member  national Parliament.  MEP  since  1986. 
b.  3.11.1928  in  Granollers,  Barcelona.  Lawyer. 
Former  member  national  Parliament  and  vice-
president  of  the  Parliamentary  Assembly  of  the 
Council  of Europe.  MEP  since  1986. 
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*ARIAS  CANETE  Miguel 
*CABANILLAS  GALLAS  Pio 
b.  24.2.1950  in  Madrid. 
Professor.  Former  member 
assembly.  MEP  since  1986. 
Lawyer.  University 
Andalucian  regional 
b.  13.11.1923  in  Pontevedra.  Solicitor.  Former 
member  national  Parliament and  former  Minister for 
Tourism.  MEP  since  1986. 
*ESCUDER  CROFT  Arturo Juan  b.  26.9.1932  in  Santa  Cruz,  Tenerife. 
FERNANDEZ  ALBOR  Gerardo 
*GARCIA  AMIGO  Manuel 
GIL  ROBLES  Jose  Marla 
*LLORCA  VILAPLANA  Carmen 
Industialist.  Former  member  national Parliament 
and  regional  assembly  for  the  Canary  Islands. 
MEP  since  1986. 
f 
b.  in  1917  in  Santiago  de  Compostela.  Doctor. 
President  of  regional  government  of Galicia and 
member  regional  assembly of Galicia. 
b.  2.9.1935  in  Fuentespr~ada,  Zamora.  Lawyer. 
Former  member  national  Parliament.  MEP  since  1986. 
b.  17.6.1935  in  Madrid.  Lawyer.  University 
Professor. 
b.  29.11.1921  in  Alcoy,- Alicante.  University 
Professor.  Former  member  national Parliament.  MEP 
since  1986. 
*NAVARRO  VELASCO  Antonio  b.  1.9.1936  in  Madrid.  Agricultural  engineer. 
Former  member  national Parliament.  MEP  since  1986. 
OREJA  AGUIRRE  Marcelino  b.  13.2.1935  in  Madrid.  Diplomat,  former 
Ambassador  and  Minister  for  Foreign  Affairs. 
Former  member  national  Parliament  and  Secretary-
General  of  the Council  of Europe.  Vice-President 
of  the Popular Party. 
ORTIZ  CLIMENT  Leopoldo  b.  in  1942  in  Catadau.  Agricultural engineer. 
Fruit and  vegetable exporter. 
*ROBLES  PIQUER  Carlos  b.  13.10.1925  in Madrid.  Diplomat.  Former  Senator 
and  member  of  Madrid  regional  council.  Former 
Minister of Education.  MEP  since  1986. 
*ROMERA  i  ALCAZAR  Domenec  b.  26.5.1936  in  Barcelona.  Businessman.  Former 
Senator  and  member  regional  assembly  of 
Catalonia.  MEP  since  1986. 
SISO  CRUELLAS  Joaquim  b.  6.6.1931  in  Fraga,  Huesca.  Engineer  and 
architect.  Member  national  Parliament. 
*SUAREZ  GONZALEZ  Fernando  b.  10.8.1933  in  Leon. 
for  Labour  and  former 
MEP  since  1986. 
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PE  133.340 *VALVERDE  LOPEZ  Jose  b.  11.8.1940  in Guadix,  Granada.  Pharmacist.  MEP 
since ·1987. 
Social  Democrat  Centre  (CDS)  (5) 
*CALVO  ORTEGA  Rafael 
CASO  GARCIA  Jose  Ramon 
*MORODO  LEONCIO  Raul 
*PUNSET  i  CASALS  Eduardo 
RUIZ-JIMENEZ  Guadalupe 
Communists  and  Allies  (4) 
DOMINGO  SEGARRA  Teresa 
*GUTIERREZ  DIAZ  Antoni 
*PEREZ  ROYO  Fernando 
*PUERTA  GUTIERREZ  Alonso 
Catalan Party  (2) 
b.  26.8.1933  in  El  Espinar,  Segovia.  Lawyer. 
Secretary-General of  the  Centre  Democratic  Union 
(UCD).  Former  Minister of  Labour.  Former  Senator 
and  member  of national  Parliament.  MEP  since 1987. 
b.  17.9.1946  in Madrid.  Secretary-General of  the 
CDS  Party and  member  national  parliament. 
b.  9.1.1935 
Ambassador 
International 
since  1987. 
in  Ferrol,  La  Corufia.  Former 
to  UNESCO  and  rector  of  the 
University of Menendez  y  Pelayo.  ~tEP 
b.  20.11.1936  in  Barcelona.  Economist.  Formerly 
with  International  Monetary  Fund.  Former  minister 
with  special responsibility for relations  with  the 
EC.  Former  member  national  Parliament  and  regional 
Parliament of Catalonia.  MEP  since  1987. 
b.  10.8.1947  in·  Madrid.  University  Professor. 
Secretary-General  of  a  Spanish/American  research 
association  (AIETI). 
b.  24.4.1953  in  Castellon.  Economist.  University 
professor.  Catalan Party. 
b.  19.1.1929  in Premia  de  Mar,  Barcelona.  Doctor. 
Former  Secretary-General  of  the  Catalonia 
Socialist Party,  former  member  national  Parliament 
and  regional  government  of Catalonia.  MEP  since 
1987. 
b.  25.1.1943  in  Alcala  de  Guadaira,  Seville. 
Lawyer.  Former  member  national  Parliament.  MEP 
since  1987. 
b.  24.3.1944  in Aviles,  Asturias.  Civil engineer. 
Local  councillor.  Secretary-General  of  the 
Socialist Action  Party.  ~EP since  1987. 
*FERRER  i  CASALS  Concepcio  b.  27.1.1938  in  Ripoll,  Gerona.  Professor  of 
literature.  Former  member  Catalonian  regional 
assembly.  MEP  since  1987. 
-41- PE  133.340 *GASOLIBA  i  BOHM  Carles  b.  22.11.1945  in  Barcelona.  Economist.  Former 
member  national Parliament.  MEP  since  1986. 
'Group  for  the election of Jose Maria  Ruiz-Mateos'  (2) 
PERREAU  DE  PINNINCK  Carlos  b.  5.3.1953  in Madrid.  Lawyer  and  businessman. 
RUIZ-MATEOS  Jose Maria  b.  11.4.1931  in  Rota,  Cadiz.  Businessman  and 
former  owner  of RUMASA,  one  of  the most  important 
holding companies  in Spain. 
European  People's  Coalition  (Regional  Party)  (1) 
*GARAIKOETXEA  URRIZA 
Carlos 
b.  2.6.1938.  Former  President  of  the  regional 
Basque  government  and  President  of  the  'Eusko 
Alkartasuna'  party.  MEP  since  1987. 
Basque  Party  <Herri  Batasuna>  (1) 
*MONTERO  ZABALA  Jose  Maria  b.  24.4.1954  in Bilbao.  Lawyer.  MEP  since  1987. 
Andalucia  Regional  Party  (1) 
PACHECO  HERRERA  Pedro 
Nationa1  Coalition  (1) 
GANGOITI  LLAGUNO  Jon 
b.  2.4.1949  in Jerez de  la  Frontera,  Cadiz.  Mayor 
of  Jerez  de  la  Frontera  and  President of  the 
Andalucia  Regional  Party. 
b.  5.11.1951  in  Bilbao.  Former  member  national 
Parliament  and  MEP  1986-87. 
'Izguierda de  los Pueblos'  (Regional  Party)  (1) 
*BANDRES  MOLET  Juan  Maria  b.  12.2.1932  in San  Sebastian.  Lawyer.  President 
of the Euskadiko  Ezquerra  Party.  Former  Senator 
and  member  of the  national  Parliament.  MEP  since 
1986. 
*  re-elected member 
NB  The  dual  mand~te is not  permitted  in Spain 
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*ADAM  Gordon 
" 
*BALFE  Richard 
BARTON  Roger 
*BIRD  John 
BOWE  David 
*BUCHAN  Janey 
COATES  Ken 
*COLLINS  Ken 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Northumbria.  b.  28.3.1934  in  Carlisle.  Former 
mining  engineer  for  the  National  Coal  Board, 
local councillor  and  member  of Northern  Economic 
Planning  Council.  Member  Co-op  Party and  British 
Association Colliery Management.  MEP  since  1979. 
London  South  Inner.  b.  14.5.1944  in Mildenhall. 
Former  political  secretary  of  the  Royal  Arsenal 
Co-op  Society and.GLC  councillor.  Sponsored  by 
Co-op  movement.  Member  manufacturing  science and 
finance  Union  and  Shop  Distributive  and  Allied 
Workers  unions.  Member  since  1979. 
Sheffield.  b.  January  1945  in Sheffield.  Worked 
as  an  Engineering Fitter,  now  trade union district 
secretary.  Member  Sheffield Council  1972-present, 
Amalgamated  Engineering  Union  and  CND. 
Midlands  West.  b.  6.2.1926  in Wolverhampton. 
Former  leader  Wolverhampton  Council  and  member  of 
Metropolitan Authorities Council  and  West  Midlands 
County  Council.  Member  Amalgamated  Engineering 
Union.  MEP  since March  1987. 
Cleveland  and  Yorkshire  North.  b.  19  July  1953. 
Science  teacher.  Former  member  Middlesborough 
Council.  Member  of  National  Union  of Public 
Employees. 
Glasgow.  ·b.  30.4.1926  in  Glasgow.  Former 
chairman  of  the  Labour  Party  in  Scotland and 
member  of  Strathclyde -council.  Member  Co-op 
Party.  MEP  since 1979. 
Nottingham.  b.  16  September  1930.  University 
lecturer  and  author.  Former  miner.  Secretary 
liaison committee  of Movement  for  European  Nuclear 
Disarmament. 
Strathclyde  East.  b.  12.8.1939  in  Hamilton. 
Former  metallurgist,  planning officer and  district 
councillor.  Member  Electrical,  Electronics, 
Telecommunications  and  Plumbing  Unions  and 
environmental  organisations.  MEP  since 1979. 
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*CRAWLEY  Christine 
DONNELLY  Alan 
*ELLIOTT  Michael 
*FALCONER-Alex 
*FORD  Clyn 
GREEN  Pauline 
HARRISON  Lyndon 
*HINDLEY  Michael 
*HOON  Geoffrey 
Humberside.  b.  June  1932.  Former  lecturer, 
statistician,  teacher ·and  education  officer in 
Uganda.  Member  national  executive  CND.  Chairman 
European  Nuclear  Disarmament  Campaign  1984-86. 
Member  Transport  and  General  Workers  Union,  Co-op 
Party. 
Birmingham  East.  b.  9.1.1950  in  Wicklow.  Former 
town  and  district councillor,  teacher.  Member  Co-
op  Party,  CND  and  National  Union  of Teachers.  MEP 
since  1984. 
Tyne  and  Wear.  b.July 1957  in Jarrow.  National 
finance  manager  for  the  General  Municipal  and 
Boilermakers'  Union.  Former  local  councillor. 
London  West.  b.  3.6.1932  in  London.  Former 
senior  executive  in  the  food  industry,  local 
councillor  and  former  council  leader.  Member 
manufacturing,  science  and  finance  unions,  CND, 
Friends of the  Earth.  MEP  since  1984. 
Mid-Scotland  and  Fife.  b.  1.4.1940  in Dundee. 
Nine  years  service  in  the  Royal  Navy.  Insulator 
at Rosyth  dockyard  1969-84.  Former  Transport  and 
General  Workers  Union  shop  steward.  MEP  since 
1984. 
Greater  Manchester  East.  b.  28.1.1950  in 
Gloucester.  Former  Senior  Research  Fellow  at 
Manchester  University  and  local  councillor. 
Member  CND  and  Co-op  Party.  MEP  since  1984  and 
new  leader of British Labour  Group. 
London  North.  b.  December  1948  in  Malta. 
t~ 
and 
Assistant  Parliamentary  Secretary  with 
Cooperative  Union.  Member  Shop,  Distributive 
Allied Workers  Union,  CND  and  Co-op  Party. 
Cheshire  West.  b.  September  1947  in Oxford. 
Student  Union  Manager  and  County  Councillor. 
Vice-chairman of North  West  Tourist  Board.  Member 
National  and  Local  Government  Officers  Association 
and  Co-op  Party. 
Lancashire  East.  b.  11.4.1947  in  Blackburn. 
Former  tutor  at  Trade  Union  Study  Centre  in 
Blackburn  and  local  council  leader.  MEP  since 
1984. 
Derbyshire.  b.  6.12.1953  in  Derby. 
university  lecturer,  and  barrister. 
Transport  and  General  Workers'  Union. 
1984. 
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PE  133.340 *HUGHES  Stephen 
*LOMAS  Alf 
*McGOWAN  Michael 
McGUBBAN  Henry 
*McMAHON  Hugh 
*MARTIN  David 
*MEGAHY  Tom 
*MORRIS  David 
*NEWENS  Stan 
Durham.  b.  19.8.1952  in Sunderland.  Former  local 
government  officer  and  local  councillor.  Member 
General  Municipal  Boiiermakers  and  Allied Trade 
Union  and  chairman  all-party  intergroup on  peace 
and  nuclear.  disarmament  in outgoing Parliament. 
MEP  since  1984. 
London  North  East.  b.  30.4.1928  in Stockport. 
Former  railway  signalman  and  local councillor. 
Member  Transport  and  General  Workers'  Union  and 
Co-op  Party.  MEP- since  1979. 
Leeds.  b.  19.5.1940  in  Birkenshaw.  Former 
lecturer,  journalist,  TV  and  radio  producer  and 
co-operative  employment  development  officer for 
Kirklees  Council  and  local  councillor.  Member 
National  Union  Journalists  and  Transport  and 
General  Workers'  Union.  Chairman  of Development 
Committee  in outgoing Parliament.  MEP  since 1984. 
Scotland  North  East.  b.  July 1942  in Glasgow. 
Film  and  television cameraman.  Member  Association 
Cinematograph  Television  and  Allied Trades,  CND 
and  Friends of the earth. 
Strathclyde West.  b.  17.6.1938.  Former  teacher 
and  Member  of Scottish Executive Committee  of  the 
Labour  Party.  Member  General  Municipal 
Boilermakers'  and  Allied Union.  MEP  since  1984. 
Lothians.  b.  26.8.1954  in Edinburgh.  Worked  i'n 
accountancy  and  finance.  Former  Lothians  regional 
councillor.  Member  Transport  and  General  Workers' 
Union  and  animal  welfare-groups.  MEP  since  1984. 
Yorkshire  South  West.  b.  16.7.1929  in Wishaw. 
Former  lecturer  and  leader of Kirklees  District 
Council.  Vice-President Yorkshire  and  Humberside 
Development  Association  and  Vice-President 
Association  Metropolitan  Authorities.  Vice-
President  in  the  outgoing  Parliament.  Member 
Transport  and  General  Workers'  Union.  MEP  since 
1979. 
Mid  and  West  Wales.  b.  28.1.1930  in Llanelli. 
Former  Minister  <Presbyterian  Church  of Wales), 
education  adviser  to  Gwent  County  Council  and 
county councillor.  Member  Transport  and  General 
Workers'  Union.  MEP  since  1984. 
London  Central.  b.  4.2.1930  in Bethnal  Green. 
Former  coalminer  and  teacher.  MP  for  Epping  1964-
70  and  MP  for  Harlow  1974-83.  Member  National 
Union  of Teachers,  CND  and  Co-op  Party.  MEP  since 
1984. 
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ODDY  Christine 
POLLACK  Anita 
READ  Mel  Ms 
*SEAL  Barry 
SIMPSON  Brian 
SMITH  Alex 
*SMITH  Llewellyn 
*STEVENSON  George 
*STEWART  Ken 
TITLEY  Gary 
Greater  Manchester  Central.  b.  14.5.1953  in 
Liverpool.  Worked  in  light engineering and  cable 
making  and  then  as  a  postal  officer.  Former  city 
councillor.  Member  Union  of  Communication 
Workers,  CND  and  the  Co-op  Party.  MEP  since  1984. 
Midlands  Central.  b.  September  1955  in Coventry. 
A  solicitor  now  lecturring  in  law.  Worked  in 
general secretariat  European  Commission  and  in a 
law  firm  in  Paris.  Member  National  Association 
Teachers  in Further and  Higher  Education. 
London  South  West. 
Political researcher, 
Manufacturing  Science 
Transport  and  General 
the earth,  CND. 
b.  3.6.1946  in Australia. 
former  book  editor.  Member 
and  Finance  Union  and 
Workers'  Union,  Friends  of 
Leicester.  b.  January  1939  in  Hillingdon, 
Middlesex.  Former  lecturer  now  an  Employment 
Worker  for  a  Com.munity  Relations  Council.  Member 
Manufacturing,  Science  and  Finance  Union. 
Yorkshire  West.  b.  28.10.1937  in  Halifax. 
Chartered engineer.  Former  lecturer  and  local 
councillor.  Member  Transport and  General  Workers' 
Union,  General  Municipal,  Boilermakers  and  Allied 
Trade  Union,  Co-op  Party.  Leader  British Labour 
Group  in outgoing Parliament.  MEP  since  1979. 
Cheshire  East.  b.  February  1953  in  Leigh', 
Lancashire.  T~:!acher and  local councillor.  Member 
National  Union  Schoolmasters/Union  Women  Teachers. 
South  of  Scotland.  b.  December  1943  in 
Kilwinning,  Ayrshire.  Gardener.  Member  Transport 
and  General  Workers'  Union  and  CND. 
South  East  Wales. 
Gwent .  Former 
Association. 
Workers'  Union, 
1984. 
b.16 April  1944  in Newbridge, 
Tutor  with Workers'  Educational 
Member  Transport  and  General 
CND  and  Co-op  Party.  MEP  since 
Staffordshire  East.  b.  30.8.1938  in  Maltby. 
Former  coalminer,  bus  driver and  local councillor. 
Member  Transport  and  General  Workers'  Union.  MEP 
since  1984. 
Merseyside  West.  b.  28.8.1925  in  Liverpool. 
Carpenter.  Former  City  and  County  Councillor. 
Member  of  Union  of Construction and  Allied Trades 
and  Technicians.  MEP  since 1984. 
Greater  Manchester  West.  b.  January  1950  in 
Salford.  Former  County  Councillor.  Director West 
-46- PE  133.340 *TOMLINSON  John 
*TONGUE  Carol 
WAYNE  David 
*WEST  Norman 
WHITE  Ian 
WILSON  Anthony 
·Midlands  Enterprise  Board.  Member  Transport  and 
General  Workers'  Union,  CND. 
Birmingham  West.  b.  1.8.1939.  MP  for Meriden 
1974-79.  Former  lecturer.  Minister  1976-79  with 
special  responsibility  for  Europe  and  overseas 
development.  Member  Co-op  Party,  National 
Association  Teachers  in  Further  and  Higher 
Education  and  Transport  and  General  Workers' 
Union.  MEP  since  1984. 
London  East.  b.  14.10.1953  in  Lausanne, 
Switzerland.  Administrative  assistant  to 
Socialist  MEPs  from  1980  to  1984.  Member 
Manufacturing  Science  and  Finance  Union. 
Association  of  Professional,  Executive,  Clerical 
and  Computer  Staff,  CND.  MEP  since 1984. 
South  Wales.  b.  July 1957  in Bridgend.  Tutor-
organiser  for  the  WEA.  Former  history teacher. 
Part-time researcher and  writer  for  Neil  Kinnock. 
Chairman  War  on  Want  Cymru.  Member  Manufacturing, 
Science and  Finance  Union. 
Yorkshire  South.  b.  26.11.1935  in  Barnsley. 
Former  miner  and  County  Councillor.  Member 
National  Union  of Miners  and  CND.  MEP  since  1984. 
Bristol.  b.  April  1947  in  Bristol ..  Lawyer. 
Member  Transport  and  General  Workers  Union,  Co-op 
Party and  CND. 
North  Wales.  b. 
Lecturer  and  Local 
Association  Teachers 
Education. 
July  1937  in  Birkenhead. 
Councillor.  Member  National 
in  Further  and  Higher 
WYNN  Terence  Merseyside  East.  b.  June  1946  in Wigan.  Training 
advisor  in  the  shipbuilding  industry.  Formerly 
marine  engineer.  Member  Manufacturing  Science and 
Finance  Union,  former  chairman  Wigan  Co-op  Party. 
Conservatives  <32> 
*BEAZLEY  Christopher 
*BEAZLEY  Peter 
*BETHELL  The  Lord 
Cornwall  and  Plymouth.  b.  5.9.1952  in Bexhill. 
Former  Nuffield  Research  Fellow,  University of 
Sussex.  Former  lecturer,  European  Academy  in 
Berlin.  MEP  since  1984. 
Bedfordshire South.  b.  9.6.1922  in Chale  (Isle of 
Wight).  31  years  service with  ICI.  Specialist 
knowledge  of European  industry and  economics.  MEP 
since  1979. 
London  North  West.  b.  19.7.1938  in  London. 
Author.  MEP  since  1975. 
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*CATHERWOOD  Sir Fred 
*DALY  Margaret 
*ELLES  James 
*HOWELL  Paul 
*JACKSON  Caroline  Dr 
*JACKSON  Christopher 
*KELLETT-BOWMAN  Edward 
MciNTOSH  Anne 
*McMILLAN-SCOTT  Edward 
Dorset  East 
Leicester. 
association 
since  1984. 
and  Hampshire  West.  b.  17.2.1934  in 
Former  Director-General  of  a  trade 
and  Greater  London  Councillor.  MEP 
Cambridge  and  Beds  North.  b.  30.1.1925  in County 
Londonderry.  Chartered  accountant.  Previously 
chairman  British  Overseas  Trade  Board,  Director 
General  National  Economic  Development  Council  and 
Managing  Director of various  companies.  MEP  since 
1979. 
Somerset  and  Dorset  West.  b.  26.1.1938. in 
Belfast.  Formerly  departmental  head  of 
international  insurance  company  and  trades  union 
official with Association of Scientific,  Technical 
and  Managerial  Staffs.  MEP  since  1984. 
Oxford  and  Buckinghamshire.  b.  3.9.1949  in 
London.  Formerly  employed  in  international 
accounting and  with  the European  Commission.  MEP 
since  1984. 
Norfolk.  b.  17.1.1951  in Kings  Lynn.  Farmer  and 
formerly  with  the  Conservative  Party  Research 
Department  1973-75.  MEP  since  1979. 
Wiltshire. 
of London 
and  City 
MEP  since 
b.  5.11.1946 
office of the 
Councillor. 
1984. 
in Penzance.  Former  Head 
European  Democratic  Group 
Director  Peugeot-Talbot~ 
Kent  East.  b.  24.5.1935  in  Norwich.  Former 
manager  with  Unilever,  Director  of  Corporate 
Development,  Spi~lers.  Underwriting  member  Lloyds. 
MEP  since  1979. 
Hampshire  Central.  b.  25.2.1931.  Business  and 
management  consultant.  MEP  for  Lancashire East, 
1979-84.  First elected  for  Hampshire  Central  in 
by-election,  December  1988. 
Essex  North  East.  b.  20.9.1954.  Political 
adviser.  Lawyer  specialising  in  European  Law. 
Since  1983  has  worked  for  the European  Democratic 
Group. 
York.  b.  15.8.1949  in  Cambridge.  Political 
consultant  and  former  adviser  to Falkland  Island's 
government.  MEP  since  1984. 
-48- PE  133.340 *MOORHOUSE  James 
*NEWTON  DUNN  Bill 
*O'HAGAN,  The  Lord 
*PATTERSON  Ben 
*Lord  PLUMB  of 
Coleshill 
*PRAG  Derek 
*PRICE  Peter 
*PROUT  Christopher 
RAWLINGS  Patricia 
*SCOTT-HOPKINS 
Sir James 
*SELIGMAN  Madron 
·London  South  and  Surrey  East.  b. 
Copenhagen.  Chartered  engineer. 
environmental  affairs adviser  to  Rio 
and  Shell.  MEP  since  1979. 
1.1.1924  in 
Former 
Tinto Zinc 
Lincolnshire.  b.  30.10.1941  in  Greywell, 
Hampshire.  Former  industrialist  in international 
shipping and  with fertiliser division  of Fisons. 
MEP  since  1979. 
Devon.  b.  6.9.1945  in London.  MEP  1973-75  and 
since  1979.  Front  bench  Spokesman  in the House  of 
Lords  on  the  EC  1977-79. 
Kent  West.  b.  21.4.1939  in  Hemel  Hempstead. 
Former  journalist,  lecturer,  deputy  Head  of London 
office of the European  Parliament and  Director of 
Wiltenbridge  Ltd.  Former  local Councillor.  MEP 
since 1979. 
The  Cotswolds.  b.  27.3.1925  in Warwickshire. 
Farmer.  Director of several  companies.  President 
of National  Farmers'  Union  1970-79.  President of 
COPA  1975-77.  President  of  the  European 
Parliament  1987-89. 
Hertfordshire.  b.  6.3.1923  in Merthyr  Tydfil; 
Former  European  Commission  official,  consultant on 
European  Community  affairs  and  journalist.  MEP 
since 1979.  · 
London  South  East.  b..  19.2. 1942  in Aberdare. 
Solicitor and  broadcaster.  MEP  since  1979. 
Shropshire and  Stafford.  b.  1.1.1942  in London. 
Barrister.  Lecturer  in  law  1969-79.  Leader  of 
European  Democratic  Group  in outgoing Parliament. 
MEP  since  1979. 
Essex  South West.  b.  27.1.1939  in London.  Former 
Red  Cross  nurse and  special  adviser  to Mr  David 
Trippier,  Under  Secretary  for  Environment.  Has 
worked  in Public Relations  and  charities. 
Hereford  and  Worcester.  b.  29.11.1921  in London. 
Ex-farmer.  MP  North  Cornwall  1959-66,  Derbyshire 
West  1967-79.  Former  junior  Minister  of 
Agriculture.  MEP  since December  1972. 
Sussex  West.  b.  10.11.1918  in  Leatherhead. 
Marketing  director APV  Group.  Former  chairman  and 
director  several  companies.  Chairman  all party 
intergroup  on  animal  welfare  in  outgoing 
Parliament.  MEP  since  1979. 
-49- PE  133.340 *SIMMONDS  Richard 
*SIMPSON  Anthony 
SPENCER  Tom 
STEVENS  John 
*STEWART-CLARK  Sir John 
*TURNER  Amedee 
VANE  Richard 
*WELSH  Michael 
Scottish National  Party  (1) 
*EWING  Winifred 
Social  Democratic  (1) 
and  Labour  Part 
Wight  and 
Maidenhead. 
consultant. 
Midlands  West 
seat  in  1984. 
Hampshire  East.  b.  2.8.1944  in 
Farmer,  surveyor  and  business 
Former  County  Councillor.  MEP  for 
1979-84  and  was  elected  for  this 
Northamptonshire.  b.  28.10.1935 
Barrister.  European  Commission's 
1975-79.  MEP  since  1979 
in Leicester. 
Legal  Service 
Surrey  West.  b.  1  o. 4. 1948  in  Nottingham. 
Associate Dean,  Templeton  College,  Oxford.  Former 
advertising executive.  MEP  1979-84  for Derbyshire. 
Thames  Valley.  Aged  34.  Writer and  Director· of a 
Merchant  Bank. 
Sussex  East.  b.  17.9.1929  in  West  Lothian. 
Former  managing  director  of  Pye  and  Philips. 
President  Conference  of  Regions  of  North  West 
Europe.  MEP  since 1979. 
Suffolk.  b.  26.3.1929  in  London.  Patent 
barrister,  QC  1976.  Author.  MEP  since  1979. 
Cumbria  and  Lancashire  North.  b.  31.7.1951. 
Farmer,  chartered surveyor and  barrister.  Member 
Lake  District  Planning  Board  and  North  West  Water 
Authority. 
Lancashire  Central.  b.  22.5.1942  in Oovercourt. 
Former  Director  of  market  development,  Levi 
Strauss & Co.  MEP  since  1979. 
Highlands  and  Islands.  b.  10.7.1929 
Lawyer.  MP  for  Hamilton  1967-70. 
and  Nairn  1974-79.  MEP  since  1975. 
in Glasgow. 
MP  for Moray 
{*)**HUME  John  Northern  Ireland.  b.  1&.1.1937  in  Derry.  Former 
teacher.  Leader  SDLP  1979-. ·  MP  for Foyle  1983-, 
NI  Parliament  1969-73  and  NI  Assembly  1973-75  and 
1982-.  Minister of Commerce,  NI.  1974.  MEP  since 
1979. 
-so- PE  133.340 Democratic  Unionist  Party (1) 
(*)**PAISLEY  The  Rev  Ian 
Official  Unionist  (1) 
Party 
NICHOLSON  Jim 
*  re-elected member 
** dual  mandate 
Northern  Ireland.  b.  6.4.1926  in  Armagh. 
Minister  (Free  Presbyterian  Church  of Ulster). 
Founder  and  Leader  of Democratic  Unionist  Party 
1972-.  MP  for  North  Antrim  1970-.  Member  NI 
Parliament  1970-1973  and  NI  Assembly  1973-75  and 
1982-.  MEP  since  1979. 
Northern  Ireland.  b.  29.1.1945.  Farmer.  Member 
Armagh  District  Council  and  NI  Assembly,  1982-. 
MP  Newry  and  Armagh  1983-87. 
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